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Information systems researchers typically use self-report measures, such as
questionnaires to study consumers’ online risk perception. The self-report approach
captures the conscious perception of online risk but not the unconscious perception that
precedes and dominates human being’s decision-making. A theoretical model in which
implicit risk perception precedes explicit risk evaluation is proposed. The research model
proposes that implicit risk affects both explicit risk and the attitude towards online
purchase. In a direct path, the implicit risk affects attitude towards purchase. In an
indirect path, the implicit risk affects explicit risk, which in turn affects attitude towards
purchase.
The stimulus used was a questionable web site offering pre-paid credit card services.
Data was collected from 150 undergraduate students enrolled in a university. Implicit risk
was measured using methods developed in social psychology, namely, single categoryimplicit association test. Explicit risk and attitude towards purchase were measured using
a well-known instrument in the e-commerce risk literature.
Preliminary, unconditioned analysis suggested that (a) implicit risk does not affect
explicit risk, (b) explicit risk does not affect attitude to purchase, and (c) implicit risk
does not affect attitude towards purchase.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Background
This paper presents a proposed study designed to assess the impact of perceived risk
on the implicit and explicit attitudes associated with online shopping. For the purposes of
this project, online shopping will be defined as an attitude object. The Theory of
Reasoned action, as adapted for perceived risk by Glover and Benbasat (2011), and the
Implicit Association Test (Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998; Karpinski &
Steinman, 2006; Nosed & Banaji, 2001) will both serve as the main theoretical
frameworks for this project. This study aims to uncover the relationship among implicit
risk, explicit risk, and attitudes toward purchases made online, as well as the role of
perceived risk bias on the relationship between direct and indirect measures.
Consumer behavior involves the selecting, securing, use, and disposal of products or
services. In business-to-consumer (B2C) electronic commerce (e-commerce), many
factors can affect both a consumer’s behavior and their online purchase judgments, such
as trust, website quality, the external environment, product characteristics, technology
acceptance, ease of use, website information usefulness, privacy, and risk involved with
online shopping. Among these factors, risk has been found to be the most significant
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variable in determining a consumer’s online purchase judgments (Liebermann &
Stashevsky, 2002; Li & Huang, 2010).
Studies of online risks from the field of information systems (IS) have been using
traditional self-report measures to investigate e-commerce consumers’ online risk
perception (Glover & Benbasat, 2011; Lu, Hsu, & Hsu, 2005; Pi & Sangruang, 2011;
Pires, 2006). Although self-report measures can be useful in assessing conscious thought
processes, it has been suggested that human judgment involves both conscious and
unconscious thought processes (Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor, 2004). When the
conscious and unconscious modes of thought processing interact, the unconscious mode
often precedes and dominates the conscious processes (Epstein, 1994). Thus, an overall
measure of perceived online risk that accounts for the product of both unconscious and
conscious evaluations of e-commerce consumers (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & Welch,
2001) may be superior to a self-report measure that only taps the conscious thought
process.
Self-report measures are able to study conscious and deliberate cognition, but often
lack the ability to effectively tap into unconscious and automatic cognitions (Greenwald,
1990; Jacoby, Lindsay, & Toth, 1992; Roediger, Weldon, & Challis, 1989).
Alternatively, implicit measures, which De Houwer (2006) defines as the properties of
measurement outcomes, can be used to tap unconscious cognition. Implicit measures that
evaluate the reactivity and automaticity of certain types of unconscious cognitions, such
as racial attitudes, sexist attitudes and other unconscious biases, have been used in social
psychological studies with various levels of success over the years (Greenwald, McGhee,
& Schwartz, 1998; Karpinski & Steinman, 2006; Olson & Fazio, 2006). However, there
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are no locatable studies to date in the IS field which have used implicit measures to gauge
the contribution of unconscious versus conscious processes in the formation of risk
judgments concerning online purchases. Therefore, the purpose of this research project
was to establish a method that will effectively evaluate the role that implicit measures can
play in uncovering unconscious risk judgments in an IS/e-commerce context.
Problem Statement and Goal
Most IS studies measure online risk via the use of self-report measures, such as a
questionnaire, an open-ended interview, or a rating scales. For example, a research
project on perceptions of risk associated with e-commerce by Glover and Benbasat
(2011) used surveys with Likert scales to assess the perceived risk associated with online
transactions. The Glover and Benbasat (2011) study assumed that most people use a
three-stage process (source, event, and harms) to describe how they experience their
online transactions while also measuring the probability of loss with respect to each of
the three dimensions. The Glover and Benbasat (2011) study, which is representative of
most IS work, was based on the use of self-report measures that are aimed at assessing
the various forms of risk people must consider when shopping online. These risks usually
take the form of security risk, privacy risk, financial risk, product function risk, and social
risk. With the use of self-report questionnaires, risk was found to be both an antecedent
and a mediator of the effect of trust on willingness to purchase online (Jarvenpaa &
Tractinsky, 1999; Pavlou, 2003). Generally speaking, self-report studies find that
consumers perceive online purchasing decisions to be associated with a higher level of
risk (Doolin, Dillon, Thompson, & Corner, 2005; Li & Huang, 2010) that causes a
lowering of the intention to shop online (Liu & Wei, 2003).
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Recent work by John, Acquisti, and Loewenstein (2010) on the topic of divulging
sensitive information online suggests that many people do not engage in careful
deliberations when deciding to disclose private information electronically. Through four
carefully conducted experiments, the authors found that feelings and subjective
judgments experienced at the moment of decision making play a more important role in
determining whether a person will choose to reveal sensitive information. The authors
further suggest that rational deliberation is secondary to subjective judgments. A similar
study by Slovic, Finucane, Peters and MacGregor (2004) discusses risk as analysis and
risk as feelings; their work shows that emotion and affect precede all conscious risk
judgments with respect to analytic reasoning. In other words, subjective judgments,
feelings, emotions, and affects are all part of an individual’s unconscious psychological
attributes that are not readily accessible via self-reported surveys (Greenwald, 1990;
Jacoby, Lindsay, & Toth, 1992). Thus, the extent to which self-report measures can really
estimate risk perception is called into question. The problem is then one of the
inadequacies of self-report measures to capture the intuitive, automatic, and unconscious
attributes associated with the online risk perception.
Dissertation Goals
This primary goal of this research project was to compare the conscious and
unconscious aspects of perceived risks in online purchases and to understand the
effectiveness of implicit measure in the evaluation of consumers’ perceived online risk.
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Research Questions
The central question that guided this research project was as follows: What is a
consumer’s unconscious perception of online risk as estimated via implicit measures?
This study will seek to answer the following questions:
1. How do implicit risk and explicit risk contribute to the attitude toward online
purchase?
2. How is implicit risk different from explicit risk?
3. How does implicit risk influence explicit risk perception?
Research Model
A well-known model using self-reported measures to arrive at perceived risk was
proposed by Glover and Benbasat (2011). Their model inductively generates three
dimensions of risk. These dimensions are information misuse risk, failure to gain product
benefit risk, and functionality inefficiency risk. The indicators for the information misuse
dimension include financial information misuse, personal information misuse, unmet
needs, and late or non-delivery indicators for failure to gain product benefit risk. For the
functionality inefficiency dimension of risk, the indicators are search and choice
functional inefficiency, order and pay functional inefficiency, receive functional
efficiency, exchange or return functional efficiency, and maintenance functional
efficiency. Thus, in their model overall perceived risk is computed as an index of the
three dimensions as calculated by a formative Partial Least Squares (PLS) model. Glover
and Benbasat (2011) validated their model by examining the correlations between
perceived risk and various constructs in a nomological network for the context of online
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purchase (e.g., perception toward, a product, trust in online retailers, and intention to
purchase). Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of their model.
Glover and Benbasat (2011) use self-reported measures (e.g., scales largely drawn
from prior research and modified to suit the purpose) to study online risk. In the currently
proposed study, the Glover and Benbasat (2011) model is modified and a new construct
called implicit risk is introduced to the model. Figure 2 illustrates the research model
proposed by this study. Briefly, the research model assumes that implicit risk will be
distinct from explicit (or self-reported) risk
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Source: Glover and
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The overall perceived risk in Figure 2 is a function of both implicit and explicit risk.
Two significant paths involving implicit risk are introduced in the new model in Figure 2.
The first is the path relating implicit to explicit risk: the argument here is that, to some
extent, explicit risk is determined by implicit measures. That is, when people report a
degree of risk using a self-reported scale, it is actually caused by the implicit risk of
which the subject may possibly be unaware (Slovic et al., 2004). The second significant
path denotes how implicit risk can have a direct relationship to attitudes towards
purchasing online.
Given the model in Figure 2, the research hypotheses associated with this project can
be stated as follows:
H1: Implicit risk affects the attitude towards online purchase negatively.
H2: Explicit risk affects the attitude toward online purchase negatively
H3: Implicit risk affects explicit risk positively.
Relevance and Significance
A review of the IS e-commerce literature suggests that most of the extant research
examines a person’s online risk judgments using self-report measures where the risk
rating scale analyzes a consumer’s perception of various risk factors. Self-report
measures, such as interviews, questionnaires, and rating scales, often ask respondents to
self-assess and report their behaviors, beliefs, or perceptions toward online purchases.
While self-report measures are valuable in investigating a person’s psychological
attributes that are conscious and deliberate, they are not effective estimators of the
spontaneous and automatic affective cognitions that drive unconscious decisions (Zajonc,
1980). The affective cognitions that are automatic, fast, and intuitive are not readily
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accessible through the deliberation process of self-report, as they usually occur within
300 milliseconds between the presentation of a stimulus and the response to the stimulus
(Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Ferguson, Hassin, & Bargh, 2004). Therefore, any kind of
conscious cognition a person is aware of is predicated by an unconscious reaction to a
given stimulus. As such, self-report measures that rely on self-presentation and selfdeliberation are not suitable to capture the fast, automatic and unconscious affective
cognitions that precede conscious thought.
The inaccessibility of certain unconscious affective cognitions via self-report
measures has been established by prior research (Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Ferguson,
Hassin, & Bargh, 2004; Zajonc, 1980). Along these same lines, researchers have also
found that unconscious and emotional evaluations associated with risk stimulus are not
only the major components in risk judgment and decision-making (Finucane et al, 2003;
Zajonc, 1980), but also often precede conscious cognitions (Epstein 1994; Zajonc 1980).
It has been suggested that when studying risk perception, the primary task should be to
investigate how people feel about risk before investigating how people think about risk
(Spence & Townsend, 2008). For example, the work of Slovic et al. (2004) studied risk
and feelings found that when consequences carry sharp and strong affective meaning for
a person, the cognitive calculation of probability carries very little weight in assessing
risks. In other words, the affective unconscious conclusion will trump the rational
conscious conclusion.
Research also suggests that people tend to use implicit evaluations when making
explicit self-report risk judgments. In an examination of the privacy issues introduced by
information technologies, John et al. (2010) found that making people feel safe increases
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their willingness to disclose sensitive information. This suggests that the unconscious and
subjective aspects of thought experienced by a person can dictate a later conscious
decision regarding that his or her privacy decisions. Along these same lines, Finucane,
Alhakami, Slovic, and Johnson (2000) found in their investigation of risk and benefit that
the risk and benefit have a negative correlations. The negative correlation in their
research indicates that when the benefit is high, people judge the risk to be low. Finucane
et al. (2000) concluded that this is due to the fact people judge risky situations based on
intuitive and unconscious cognitions (i.e., how they feel), and then use their feeling as
inputs to judge the risks and benefits of a situation.
Due to the inability of self-report measures to capture the automaticity of affective and
emotional cognitions, social psychologists have come to rely on implicit measures, such
as the IAT (Implicit Association Test) developed by Greenwald et al. (1998), the SC-IAT
(Single-Category Implicit Association Test) designed by Karpinski and Steinman (2006),
and the GNAT (Go/No Go Association Test) developed by Nosek and Banaji (2001) to
investigate the fast, unconscious, automatic, effortless, and goal independent implicit
cognitions which underlie most, if not all, of a human being’s judgments (Greenwald,
1990; Jacoby, Lindsay, & Toth, 1992; Nosek & Banaji, 2001). In their studies of risk
perception, Dohle, Keller, and Siegrist (2010) used the SC-IAT to examine the
relationship between affect and hazardous risks. The authors found that affect plays an
important role in shaping a person’ opinions toward hazardous risks, and that implicit
measures provide valuable insights into people’s risk perception. Indeed, their work
reinforces the point that implicit measures will provide valuable insight into a person’s
risk perception more than those offered by explicit measures (Dohle et al., 2010).
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There have been several studies that have employed both self-report measures and
implicit measures to investigate risk perception. For example, Holtgrave and Weber
(1993) showed that a hybrid model, which incorporates both affective variables and
analytical variables to provide the best fit for risk perception concerning uncertain
outcomes in financial, health, and safety domains. Their hybrid model of risk perception,
known as the dual-processing model (Kahneman, 2003), indicates that the emotional
system (i.e., the unconscious system) and the rational system (i.e., the conscious system)
of risk perception operate in parallel, even though the rational system depends on the
emotional system for crucial input and guidance. This finding alone underscores the
importance of measuring the unconscious aspects of risk perception via an implicit
measures test. In other words, implicit measures have been shown to provide valuable
insight into a person’s risk perception beyond what can be estimated by way of explicit
measures. Thus, in order to understand how a person comprehends online risks as a
whole, it is important to use not only an explicit measure of risk, but also an implicit
measure as well. Doing so will allow researchers to properly gauge implicit and explicit
risk perception among consumers.
Barriers and Issues
The major barriers and issues of this study revolve around the use of the SC-IAT test
and the time it will take to use this test. Even though the IAT as measured by the SC-IAT
has been used in many studies, the test has to be customized to incorporate the target
categories and attributes for the various types of online perceived risks. The functionality
of the test, as well as other potential technological issues, may jeopardize the
implementation of the test. As with any software project, delays in the development,
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customization, and testing of the SC-IAT will create conflicts with the schedule of the
research.
Assumption, Limitations, and Delimitations
Assumptions
Assumptions are issues that are somewhat out of control of the researcher, but if they
are not accounted for, they could potentially influence the investigation (Leedy &
Ormrod, 2010). The major assumptions of this study will be:
•

This study will assume that the research subjects will be honest and truthful when
participating within the study.

•

It will also assume that the sample drawn is the representative of the larger population
in question.

•

The participants have basic computer literacy to operate the computer and the
software.

Limitations
Limitations are potential weaknesses in a study that are out of the control of the
researcher (Creswell, 2013). The limitations of this study will be:
•

Using a sample of convenience of undergraduate students, as opposed to a truly
random sample, will limit the ability to generalize the findings back to a larger
population.

•

Causality cannot be proven within a survey design, as the very nature of nonexperimental research precludes the ability to show cause and effect relationships.

•

The perceptions of the role of the researcher as instructor by the sample students may
influence the study.
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Delimitation
The delimitations are things that define the scope and boundaries of an investigation
(Leedy & Ormrod, 2010). The delimitations of this study are as follows:
•

The study will be delimited to between 50 and 120 undergraduate students of the
business school.

•

The study will be delimited to approximately 5 minutes for the computerized IAT.

Definition of Terms
The following terms are defined for this study:
E-commerce: Electronic-commerce (e-commerce) involves any business transaction
executed electronically between companies (business-to-business), companies and
consumers (business-to-consumers), consumers and consumers, business and the public
sectors, and consumers and the public sectors (Huang, 2009).
Perceived risk: The subjective understanding of the uncertainties and adverse
consequences of engaging in an activity (Jarvenpaa & Tractinsky, 1999). In the ecommerce context, perceived risk is the extent to which a consumer believes that using
the Internet to purchase or sell is unsafe or may have negative consequences (Grazioli &
Jarvenpaa, 2000; McKnight, Choudhury, & Kacmar, 2002).
Explicit measure: Explicit measures involve using bipolar scales (e.g., good-bad,
favorable-unfavorable, support-oppose) to ask the participants of an experiment to
respond about their feelings, attitudes, and beliefs regarding certain objects in the studies
(Olson & Zanna, 1993). Examples of self-report measures are questionnaires and
interviews.
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Implicit measure: Implicit measure is a measurement outcome automatically produced
by the psychological attributes in the absence of certain goals, awareness, substantial
cognitive resources, or substantial time (De Houwer, 2006; De Houwer & Moors, 2007).
IAT (Implicit Association Test): The Implicit Association Test (IAT) is an indirect
measure that taps into the implicit cognition that people are either unwilling to share or
are completely unaware of its existence (Greenwald et al. (1998). The IAT allows
researchers to access and understand attitudes that cannot be measured through explicit
self-report methods.
SC-IAT (Single Category Implicit Association Test): SC-IAT is a modification of the
original IAT that eliminates the need for a second switched-contrast category (Karpinski
& Steinman, 2006). The SC-IAT includes only two stages of evaluation, with a single
attitude object and no reversed target-concept discrimination
Summary
The goal of this study is to include both implicit and explicit measures to test the roles
of implicit versus explicit judgment of online risk. Explicit measures, such as a
questionnaire, are direct and the nature of the questions invites deliberation. The context
of this study, however, will estimate non-deliberate judgments by using response time to
reflect the perceived online risk that cannot be communicated using explicit measures.
Chapter 2 reviews the literature on explicit and implicit measures, as well as the
characteristics of perceived risk. Chapter 3 specifies the methodology that will be used in
this study including the experimental design, the variables, the explicit and implicit
instruments, and the validity assessments.
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Chapter 2
Review of Literature

Consumer behavior involves the searching, purchasing, using, evaluating, and
disposing of products or services to satisfy the needs of a consumer (Schiffman & Kanuk,
2009). The basic elements of consumer behavior include external stimulus, consumer
perception, cognition, learning, emotion, motivation, intention, and behavior (Mullen &
Johnson, 1990). Most of these elements of consumer behavior can be applied to the study
of online consumer behaviors (Cheung, Chan, & Limayem, 2005).
B2C e-commerce involves the use of the Internet to market and sell products or
services to individual consumers. As such, B2C e-commerce offers consumers an avenue
to search for information and purchase products or services with increased choices,
convenience, ubiquitousness, time saving, absence of sales pressure, competition among
retailers, and cost savings (Doolin et al., 2005). Along with these benefits, B2C ecommerce also comes with the risks of identity theft, online security of personal
information, and credit card fraud (Bhatnagar, Misra, & Rao, 2000). When a consumer’s
goal is to maximize benefits and minimize risks (Forsythe, 2006) and that goal is not
attainable, risk is then perceived by the consumer (Cox & Rich, 1964; Ellisa, Henry &
Shocklley, 2010). The question is, what aspect of that risk is unconscious and only
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accessible via an implicit measure, and which portion is explicit and accessible via selfreport?
Online Perceived Risks
An online purchase is the process consumers go through to obtain products or services
over the Internet. Online purchasing offers the benefits and convenience of 24-hour
shopping and ubiquitous availability (Bitner, 2001), but consumers often perceive greater
risk via online transactions than those posed by traditional face-to-face transactions
(Doolin et al., 2005; Li & Huang, 2010; Tan, 1999). Research on the relationship
between perceived risks and online shopping has found that risk is the major barrier that
inhibits consumers from engaging in online purchasing (Jarvenpaa &Todd, 1996; Liu &
Wei, 2003; Pi & Sangruang, 2011).
There are many types of online risk: these include financial, physical, social, and timeloss risk (Lu, Hsu, & Hsu, 2005; Yi & Hwang, 2003). With respect to different types of
online perceived risk, it is the convenience risk, financial risk, physical risk, performance
risk, and social risk that were found to strongly influence peoples’ self-reported
cognitions toward online shopping (Lu et al., 2005; Yi & Hwang, 2003). In their study of
perceived risks concerning online shopping in Taiwan, Pi and Sangruang (2011) found
that psychological risk, such as lifestyle, brand names, and product categories, were other
forms of risk that were important considerations in consumer online risk perception.
Earlier works concerning online perceived risks often used self-report measures
gathered via surveys, questionnaires or rating scales to study the characteristics of online
perceived risks (Glover & Benbasat, 2011; Lu, Hsu, & Hsu, 2005; Pi & Sangruang, 2011;
Pires, 2006), perceived online risks and benefits (Doolin, Dillon, Thompson, & Corner,
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2005), and how perceptions of risk influence consumers’ intentions towards engaging in
online purchases (Liu & Wei, 2003; Monsuwe, Dellaert, & de Ruyter, 2004;
Vijayasarathy & Jones, 2000). Although prior research does provide insight into a
consumer’s explicit online risk perception, no study to date has examined implicit online
risk perceptions towards online purchase that are automatic and emotional on the part of
the consumer. As noted previously, implicit online risk perception cannot be captured
using a deliberative self-report survey or questionnaire; rather, an implicit measure must
be used to assess implicit perceptions.
Rational versus Emotional Information Processing
Epstein (1994) proposes that there are two fundamental ways in which humans
process information. One is using a conscious and rational system, and the other is using
the experiential system that is mostly unconscious. The rational system is a deliberative
and effortful system that operates primarily in the medium of language. This system is
characterized as analytic, logical, deliberative, effortful, and involving slow processing.
The experiential system, on the contrary, is automatic, fast, effortless, efficient, and
intuitive in processing information. Of the two, it is the experiential system that is
considered to be more rapid and automatic than the rational system. Thus, the automatic
processing nature of the experiential system tends to proceed and dominate the rational
system when it comes to information processing (Epstein, 1998; Fazio, 2003). This does
not mean that human beings consciously opt to use the experiential system or the rational
system in their decision-making. Rather, the rational system can only be effective when it
is guided by the experiential system, as the experiential system ‘kicks in’ before the
rational system (Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Ferguson, Hassin, & Bargh, 2004; Zajonc,
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1980). Other terms for the rational and experiential systems used in decision-making are
the conscious and unconscious systems, as well as the analytical and emotional systems
(Slovic et al., 2004). Regardless of nomenclature, it remains that the unconscious system
is more emotionally and experientially based, whereas the conscious system is more
rational and analytical in nature.
Self-Report Measures
A self-report is any method that involves asking participants to provide information on
their feelings, attitudes, and beliefs regarding certain object in empirical studies. Some
examples of how self-report information is collected can be found in questionnaires and
interviews. Self-report measures arguably represent one of the most important research
tools in IS risk literature, primarily because they are an inexpensive and relatively quick
way to collect a significant quantity of data (Kline, 2000). To measure a person’s beliefs
and personality characteristics, it seems rather straightforward to simply ask that person
about his or her thoughts, feelings, and behaviors using questionnaires or interviews
(Forsythe, Shannon, & Gardner, 2006; Mohamed, Hassan, & Spencer, 2011; Pi &
Sangruang, 2011). Researchers are well aware of self-representation and other forms of
bias that accompany self-report measures. For example, when respondents report their
own data, they are sometimes unwilling or unable to provide accurate reports of their
own psychological attributes, such as when alcoholics cannot admit their chemical
dependency. In addition, in socially sensitive domains, such as with respect to issues of
racial discrimination or income received, responses on self-report measures are often
distorted by social desirability effects (Fan et al., 2006; McDonald, 2008). That is to say,
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people often respond in such a way that presents their answers in a more favorable light,
even if the responses do not accurately reflect how they actually think or behave.
Since self-report measures, such as questionnaires, tend to capture conscious or
deliberate evaluations rather than unconscious or implicit evaluations, the perceived risk
measures based solely on self-report measures do not capture all risk perceptions present
in consumers decision making. In order to overcome these limitations, psychologists
have developed alternative measurement instruments that reduce a participant’s ability to
control their responses. These instruments are implicit measure tests, and they do not
require introspection for the assessment of psychological attributes.
Implicit Measure
In their review of implicit measures, Gawronski and De Houwer (2000) found that
implicit measures tend to outperform explicit measures in the prediction of spontaneous
behavior. The authors go on to note that the potential benefits of using implicit measures
is to provide a less biased estimate of an individual’s true cognitions. De Houwer, TeigeMocigemba, Spruyt and Moors (2009) note that an implicit measure is defined as the
outcome of a measurement procedure that is produced by the screening of psychological
attributes in an automatic manner. De Houwer et al. further articulate how the specific
attributes of an implicit measure include (1) the measurement outcome that is applied to a
certain individual, (2) the individual’s psychological attributes that cause the
measurement outcome, and (3) how the processes are automatic. In order for a measure to
be called implicit, De Houwer (2010) specifies three criteria. The what criterion requires
the measure to specify which attributes produce the measurement outcome. The how
criterion specifies by which processes the attributes cause the measurement outcome. The
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implicitness criterion requires the identification of the automaticity features of the
processes.
Implicit Association Test (IAT)
The Implicit Association Test (IAT) was developed by Greenwald et al. (1998) as an
indirect measure that was designed to tap into the implicit cognition that people are either
unwilling to share or are completely unaware exists. The IAT allows researchers to
access and understand attitudes that cannot be measured through explicit self-report
methods. The IAT has been adapted to study a variety of phenomena, such as racially
based discrimination, self-esteem, propensity to stereotype, and the various aspects of
self-concept. The IAT has also been used to study consumer behavior, such as the
individual differences in preference for brand name and brand relationship strength,
especially with respect to advertisements (Brunel, Tietje, & Greenwald, 2004).
The IAT measures the association between target concepts and attribute dimensions.
Specifically, the IAT is designed to measure the near-universal evaluative differences,
expected individual differences in evaluative associations, and consciously disavowed
evaluative differences that people experience. For example, to predict a person’s implicit
cognition toward fruits and bugs (e.g., either fruits are good, fruits are bad, bugs are
good, or bugs are bad), the fruits and bugs become the target concepts (i.e., target
categories) and good and bad become the attribute dimensions (i.e., attributes). These
target categories and attributes are then switched to further test the evaluative differences
as part of the IAT. This switching of categories procedure used by the IAT is an obstacle
for participants who lack the cognitive capability to adjust themselves when the
categories are switched or reversed (Messner & Vosgerau, 2010). Even so, in a meta-
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analysis of the IAT, Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, and Banaji (2009) concluded that
the IAT tends to be a better predictor of socially sensitive issues, such as discrimination,
gender, and suicide, than the traditional self-report explicit measures. It is therefore
believed that the IAT will be an effective measure of implicit risk perception.
SC-IAT
The Single Category – Implicit Association Test (SC-IAT) designed by Karpinski and
Steinman (2006) is a modification of the original IAT that eliminates the need for a
second switched-contrast category. The SC-IAT includes only two stages of evaluation,
with a single attitude object and no reversed target-concept discrimination. In the first
stage of SC-IAT, good words and attitude object words are categorized on one response
key, and bad words and attitude object words are categorized on a different response key.
In the second stage, the bad words and attitude object words are categorized on one
response key and the good words and good attitude object words are categorized on a
different key.
Karpinski and Steinman (2006) examined the reliability of the SC-IAT across soda
brand preferences, self-esteem, and racial discrimination. They found that the SC-IAT
has sufficient levels of reliability to be used as a measure of implicit social cognition. In
addition, in terms of faking or self-presentation effects, the SC-IAT is able to detect high
error rates, and once the high-error rate participants are removed, there is no significant
self-presentation effect observed. Dohle et al. (2010) applied the SC-IAT to measure the
associations between affect and risk perception evoked by different hazards. Dohle and
his colleagues found the SC-IAT to be a reliable measure of evaluative associations of
affect in the hazardous risk context. The work of Dohle et al. (2010) also reveals that
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people tend to use their gut feeling to determine whether a hazard might be safe or
unsafe.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

In the current investigation of online risk perception, an implicit measure and an
explicit measure were included in the study to test the roles of implicit judgments and
explicit judgments of online perceived risk. Information systems (IS) research typically
uses self-report measures to study online risk perception of consumers. A self-report
approach captures the conscious perception of online risk, but not the unconscious
perception that precedes and dominates a human being’s decision-making process. This
study used implicit measures to discover the unconscious online risk perception
associated with the e-commerce transactions, and the role that perceived risk bias plays in
the relationship between implicit and explicit measures of online risk perception.
Following a discussion with the committee, it was decided that a minor revision to the
theoretical model proposed in the first chapter would help to better focus this study. Thus,
the revised model was presented first with justification in the following section. Next, the
proposed methodology for this project was discussed. Operationalization of the
conceptual ideas and the software implementation are discussed in the application design
section. Issues of validity and reliability of the instruments, and the data analysis plan are
discussed below.
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Research Methodology to Be Employed
This research study used a confirmatory research approach. Confirmatory research
begins with a priori hypotheses and uses a research design to test these hypotheses
(Jaeger & Halliday, 1998). This study used both an explicit measure and an implicit
measure to understand the role of objective and subjective judgments in online perceived
risk. The hypotheses that were tested in this study were designed to investigate whether
subjective factors, such as feelings and affect, might play an important role in explaining
online perceived risk. The information collected from both explicit measures and implicit
measures were numerical data analyzed using statistical software.
Research Model
The model shown in Figure 3 was a simplified version of the model discussed in
Chapter 1 of this dissertation proposal. This simplified model was deemed necessary due
to anticipated difficulties with recruiting a large number of research subjects. As in the
original model (see Figure 2 in Chapter 1), overall perceived risk was a function of both
implicit risk and explicit risks. However, the constructs relating to intentions and trust in
the Glover and Benbasat (2011) model are dropped from the proposed model in Figure 3
because they were not factors which would make a primary contribution to this study this
study.
Briefly, perceived online risk was measured using implicit measures as well as explicit
measures. Implicit measures capture the notion of affect or feeling and are consistent
with the theoretical arguments of Slovic et al. (2004) and Dohle et al. (2010). Explicit
risk, in the context of online purchase, is conceptualized as a multi-attribute expected
loss. Following the logic of Glover and Benbasat (2011), it was hypothesized that both
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sources of perceived online risk would affect a person’s attitude toward purchasing online
negatively. In addition, implicit risk was assumed to influence explicit risk judgments
directly. Figure 3 depicts the research model that was investigated empirically by this
study.

Implicit Risk

H1 (-)
Attitude toward
Purchase

H3 (+)
Explicit Risk

H2 (-)

Figure 3. Revised Research Model.
The research hypotheses for this study are as follows:
H1: Implicit risk affects attitude towards purchase negatively.
H2: Explicit risk affects attitude toward purchase negatively
H3: Implicit risk affects explicit risk positively.
Formative Constructs and Measures
The construct of e-commerce transaction perceived risk used in an investigation by
Glover and Benbasat (2011) was modeled as an aggregate factor of three formative
dimensions, information misuse risk, failure to gain product benefit risk, and
functionality inefficiency risk (see Figure 4). These three dimensions can be viewed as
formative measures that cause changes in the construct of online perceived risk. Each of
the three formative dimensions is a subconstruct itself and is formed by a number of
events that may cause harm to the consumers when purchasing online. According to
Peter, Straub, and Rai (2007), this is viewed as a formative measurement model in which
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the various measures define the construct. Furthermore, each of the formative dimensions
of an aggregate construct should be treated as a latent variable and its measure should
then be treated as a manifest variable (Edwards, 2001).
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Figure 4.
Measurement Model

Each of the
formative risk dimensions for the online perceived risk model (see Figure 4) was
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measured using multiple reflective scales for the probability of exposure to harm (P) and
the consequences of exposure to harm (C) in each of the three risk dimensions (Table 1).
Table 2 specifies the constructs, item codes, item, and the type of measurement used for
each of the construct (i.e., attitude, implicit risk, and explicit risk) that were based on the
measurement model in Figure 4. The type of measurement for the attitude construct was a
reflective measurement in that the changes in attitude toward purchasing online will
cause changes in whether the subjects would like to purchase online (ATT1) or enjoy to
purchase online (ATT2), or whether they have positive experience when purchasing
online (ATT3). The measurement for the construct of implicit risk was a formative
measurement, as the reaction time (RT) will cause changes in the implicit risk. As for
explicit risk, its subconstructs of information misuse (IM) risk, failure to gain product
benefit (FPB) risk, and functionality inefficiency (FI) risk were all formative
measurements. Table 3 specifies the measurements for each indicator and the reflective
scales that were used for the probability (P) and the consequences (C) of each indicator.
Take financial information misuse (FIM) as an example: if the financial information is
misused, what will be the probability and consequence of the perceived risk? Thus,
financial information misuse (FIM) will cause changes in the probability (P) and
consequence (C) of the perceived risk.

Table 1. Measurements for Explicit Online Perceived Risk
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Construct

Subconstructs
Information
misuse risk

Indicators
Financial information misuse
Personal information misuse

Failure to gain
product benefit
risk
E-commerce
transaction
perceived
risk

Functionality
inefficiency
risk

Unmet needs
Late or non-delivery
Search and choice functional
inefficiency
Order and pay functional inefficiency
Exchange or return functional
inefficiency
Receive functional inefficiency
Maintenance functional inefficiency

Table 2. Types of Measurement

Probability
Consequence
Probability
Consequence
Probability
Consequence
Probability
Consequence
Probability
Consequence
Probability
Consequence
Probability
Consequence
Probability
Consequence
Probability
Consequence
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Construct

Item Code

Item

Attitude

ATT1

I like buying on the Web

ATT2

My experiences buying on the Web
have generally been positive
I do not enjoy buying on the Web

ATT3
Implicit Risk

RT

Explicit Risk

IM

Reaction time, measured in
millisecond
Information Misuse risk

Type of
Measurement
Reflective
measurement
Reflective
measurement
Reflective
measurement
Reflective
measurement
Formative
measurement

FIM
PIM

Financial Information Misuse
Personal Information Misuse
Failure to gain Product Benefits

Reflective scale
Reflective scale
Formative
measurement

UN
NE

Unmet needs
Non-delivery
Functional Inefficiency Risk

Reflective scale
Reflective scale
Formative
measurement

SCFI

Search and Choice Functional
Inefficiency Risk
Order and pay Functional Inefficiency
Risk
Receive Functional Inefficiency Risk
Exchange or Return Functional
Efficiency Risk
Maintenance Functional Risk

Reflective scale

FPB

FI

OPFI
RFI
ERFI
MFI

Table 3. Explicit Risk Measurement Items

Reflective scale
Reflective scale
Reflective scale
Reflective scale
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Formative
Dimension
(IM)
Information
Misuse Risk

Formative
Indicator
(FIM)
Financial
Information
Misuse:
Financial
information
revealed when
buying from a
Web retailer will
be misused.

(PIM)
Personal
Information
Misuse:
Personal
information
revealed when
buying from a
Web retailer will
be misused.
(FPB)
Failure to
Bain Product
Benefit Risk

(UN)
Unmet Needs:
Something
bought from a
Web retailer will
not meet the
needs of the
buyer.
(ND)
Late or NonDelivery:
Something
bought from a
Web retailer will
arrive late or not
at all.

Reflective Item

Reflective scales*

(Probability-P)
Financial information I revel
when I buy something on the
Web might be misused.
This outcome is:

(FIM-P1) Improbable–probable
(FIM-P2) Unlikely–Likely
(FIM-P3) Rare–Frequent

(Consequence-C)
Financial information I reveal
when I buy something on the
Web might be misused.
If this happens, the negative
consequences I will
experience are…
(Probability-P)
Personal information I reveal
when I buy something on the
Web might be misused.
This outcome is:
(Consequence-C) Personal
information I reveal when I
buy something on the Web
might be misused. If this
happens, the negative
consequences I will
experience are…
(Probability-P)
Something I buy on the Web
might not meet my needs.
This outcome is:
(Consequence-C)
Something I buy on the web
might not fit my needs. If this
happens, the negative
consequences I will
experience are…
(Probability-P)
Something I buy on the Web
might be delivered too late, or
not at all. This outcomes is:

(FIM-C1) Meaningless to me–
Meaningful to me
(FIM-C2) Unimportant to me–
Important to me
(FIM-C3) Insignificant to meSignificant to me

(Consequence-C)
Something I buy on the Web
might be delivered too late, or
not at all. If this happens, the
negative consequences I will
experience are…

(PIM-P1) Improbable–probable
(PIM-P2) Unlikely–Likely
(PIM-P3) Rare–Frequent

(PIM-C1) Meaningless to me–
Meaningful to me
(PIM-C2) Unimportant to me–
Important to me
(PIM-C3) Insignificant to meSignificant to me
(UN-P1) Improbable–probable
(UN-P2) Unlikely–Likely
(UN-P3) Rare–Frequent
(UN-C1) Meaningless to me–
Meaningful to me
(UN-C2) Unimportant to me–
Important to me
(UN-C3) Insignificant to meSignificant to me
(ND-P1) Improbable–probable
(ND-P2) Unlikely–Likely
(ND-P3) Rare–Frequent

(ND-C1) Meaningless to me–
Meaningful to me
(ND-C2) Unimportant to me–
Important to me
(ND-C3) Insignificant to meSignificant to me
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(FI)
Function
Inefficiency
Risk

(SCFI)
Search and
Choice Function
Inefficiency
Risk:
Finding and
choosing
something to buy
from a Web
retailer will be
too difficult or
time consuming.

(OPFI)
Order and Pay
Functional
Inefficiency
Risk:
Ordering and
paying for
something
bought from a
Web retailer will
be too difficult
or time
consuming.
(RFI)
Receive
Functional
Efficiency Risk:
Receiving
something
bought from a
Web retailer will
be too difficult
or time
consuming.

(ERFI)
Exchange or
Return
Functional
Inefficiency
Risk:

(Probability-P)
Finding and choosing
something to buy on the Web
might be too expensive, too
difficult, or too time
consuming.
This outcome is:
(Consequence-C)
Finding and choosing
something I buy on the Web
might be too expensive, too
difficult, or too time
consuming. If this happens,
the negative consequences I
will experience are…
(Probability-P)
Ordering and paying for
something I buy on the Web
might be too expensive, too
difficult, or too time
consuming. This outcome is:
(Consequence-C)
Ordering or paying something
I buy on the Web might be too
expensive, too difficult, or too
time consuming. If this
happens, the negative
consequences I will
experience are…
(Probability-P)
Receiving something I buy on
the Web might be too
expensive, too difficult, or too
time consuming. This
outcome is:
(Consequence-C)
Receiving something I buy on
the Web might be too
expensive, too difficult, or too
time consuming. If this
happens, the negative
consequences I will
experience are…
(Probability-P)
Exchanging or returning
something I buy on the Web
might be too expensive, too
difficult, or too time
consuming. This outcome is:

(SCFI-P1) Improbable–probable
(SCFI-P2) Unlikely–Likely
(SCFI-P3) Rare–Frequent

(SCFI-C1) Meaningless to me–
Meaningful to me
(SCFI-C2) Unimportant to me–
Important to me
(SCFI-C3) Insignificant to meSignificant to me

(OPFI-P1) Improbable–probable
(OPFI-P2) Unlikely–Likely
(OPFI-P3) Rare–Frequent

(OPFI-C1) Meaningless to me–
Meaningful to me
(OPFI-C2) Unimportant to me–
Important to me
(OPFI-C3) Insignificant to meSignificant to me

(RFI-P1) Improbable–probable
(RFI-P2) Unlikely–Likely
(RFI-P3) Rare–Frequent

(RFI-C1) Meaningless to me–
Meaningful to me
(RFI-C2) Unimportant to me–
Important to me
(RFI-C3) Insignificant to meSignificant to me

(ERFI-P1) Improbable–probable
(ERFI-P2) Unlikely–Likely
(ERFI-P3) Rare–Frequent
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Exchanging or
returning
something
bought from
Web retailer will
too difficult or
time consuming.
(MFI)
Maintenance
Functional
Inefficiency
Risk:
Maintaining
something
bought from a
Web retailer will
be too difficult
or time
consuming.

(Consequence-C)
Exchanging or returning
something I buy on the Web
might be too expensive, too
difficult, or too time
consuming. If this happens,
the negative consequences I
will experience are…

(ERFI-C1) Meaningless to me–
Meaningful to me
(ERFI-C2) Unimportant to me–
Important to me
(ERFI-C3) Insignificant to meSignificant to me

(Probability-P)
Maintaining something I buy
on the Web might be too
expensive, too difficult, or too
time consuming. This
outcome is:
(Consequence-C)
Maintaining something I buy
on the Web might be too
expensive, too difficult, or too
time consuming. If this
happens, the negative
consequences I will
experience are…

(MFI-P1) Improbable–probable
(MFI-P2) Unlikely–Likely
(MFI-P3) Rare–Frequent

(MFI-C1) Meaningless to me–
Meaningful to me
(MFI-C2) Unimportant to me–
Important to me
(MFI-C3) Insignificant to meSignificant to me

Research Design
The research design included the stimulus design and the proposed sample as
described below.
Stimulus Design
The stimulus was a scammed prepaid credit card website (see Figure 5) that sells
prepaid credit cards to the consumers. The scammed website was displayed to the
subjects before the beginning of the SC-IAT session. It is important to note that the
scammed website solicits the name, address, phone number, and email address from the
subjects. The scammed website highlights the potential risks in purchasing products
online, from which the subjects obtain information to form an attitude. The exposure to
the scammed website might increase the subject’s affect (i.e., like/dislike or safe/unsafe)
toward online purchase risk. The subjects will then proceed to the implicit measure and
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explicit measure of online risk. The mock-up scammed website is presented in Figure 5
below.

Figure 5. Mock-up Scammed Prepaid Credit Card Website.
Proposed Sample
A nonprobability convenience sampling technique was used to recruit 150
undergraduate students in an IS course to participate in the experiment. The recruited
participants were adult students enrolled in an IS course at California State University,
Dominguez Hills. The investigator made an announcement to the students enrolled in the
IS class to allow each student to make a voluntary and informed decision about whether
to participate in the study. The investigator then explained to the students the nature of
the study, including the explicit measure and implicit measure that would be used to
assess online perceived risk. This allowed the participants to ask questions and clarify
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the purpose of the project, as well as the processes of the study, before they make their
voluntary decision to participate.
Instrumentation
The three constructs in the model were implicit risk, explicit risk, and a subject’s
attitude toward online purchases. The instrument for each construct is discussed below.
Instrument for Measuring Explicit Risk - Questionnaire
The design for the explicit online perceived risk aligns with the experiment conducted
by Glover and Benbasat (2011). Their research was based on the perceived risk theory of
Cox (1967), in which perceived risk was defined as a person’s perception of the
uncertainty and adverse consequences of engaging in an activity. Cox formulated
perceived risk as:
Perceived risk = uncertainty probability * adverse consequences
In this formula, both the uncertainty probability and the adverse consequences were first
measured. Then, the uncertainty probability was multiplied by the adverse consequences
to obtain the final score for the perceived risk. Thus, the measure of Glover and
Benbasat’s study (2011) was analogous to a multi-attribute expected loss formulation.
Their research design applied the concepts of formative measures and aggregate
constructs. Unlike reflective measures, where changes in the construct cause changes in
the indicators, changes in formative measure cause changes in the underlying construct
(Jarvis, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2003).
In Glover and Benbasat’s study (2011), e-commerce perceived risk arises from three
sub-constructs: information misuse risk, failure to gain product benefit risk, and the
functionality risk. Keeping with the formative nature of the instrument, the scores of risk
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for each sub-construct were added (i.e., aggregated) to create a global measure of ecommerce perceived risk. The three subconstructs were further decomposed into
indicators. Information misuse risk sub-construct was measured using two indicators, the
financial information misuse indicator and the personal information misuse indicator. The
failure to gain product benefits subconstruct was measured by two indicators, unmet
needs and late or non-delivery. The functionality inefficiency risk was measured using
five indicators. These include the search and choice functional inefficiency indicator, the
order and pay functional inefficiency indicator, the exchange or return functional
inefficiency indicator, the receive functional inefficiency indicator, and the maintenance
functional inefficiency indicator. Each indicator was rated by the subjects using the
probability of exposure to harm (P) and the consequence of exposures to harm (C). The
probability of exposure to harm (P) and the consequences of exposure to harm (C) ratings
were multiplied for each indicator and then the scores were added across all the indicators
to obtain an overall measure of perceived online risk. The probability of exposure to
harm (P) was measured using a 7-point Likert scale, and the consequence of exposure to
harm (C) was using a 7-point Likert scale for each indicator. For example, upon exposure
to the stimulus, a subject was asked to provide ratings for both the probability (P) and the
consequence (C) of exposure to harm for each indicator. For the specific case of
information misuse indicator of the information misuse risk subconstruct, the question for
the probability of exposure of harm (P) was read as in Figure 6 and example of questions
for the consequence of exposure to harm (C) was read as in Figure 7, and the crossmultiplications were presented as detailed in Table 4.
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Financial information misuse probability (FIM-P)
Financial information I reveal when buying from a Web retailer will be misused.
1.

2.

3.

This outcome is Improbable/Probable: (FIM-P1)
Very
Somewhat
Improbable
Improbable Improbable
Neutral
1
2
3
4

Somewhat
Probable
5

Probable
6

Very
Probable
7

This outcome is Unlikely/Likely: (FIM-P2)
Very
Somewhat
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Likely
5

Likely
6

Very
Likely
7

This outcome is Rare/Frequent: (FIM-P3)
Very
Somewhat
Rare
Rare
Rare
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Frequently
5

Frequently
6

Very
Frequently
7

Figure 6. Example of Questions Measuring the Probability of Exposure to Harm.
Financial information misuse consequences (FIM-C)
Financial information I reveal when I buy something online might be misused.
1.

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is meaningless/meaningful to me? (FIM-C1)
This
This negative
This negative
This
negative
outcome is
outcome is
negative
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
outcome is
much more
meaningless
meaningful to
much more
meaningless
to me
me
meaningful
to me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2.

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is unimportant/important to me? (FIM-C2)
This
This negative
This negative
This
negative
outcome is
outcome is
negative
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
outcome is
much more
unimportant
important to
much more
unimportant
to me
me
important
to me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3.

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is insignificant/significant to me? (FIM-C3)
This
This
This negative
This
negative
negative
outcome is
negative
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
outcome is
much more
somewhat
significant to
much more
insignificant
insignificant
me
significant
to me
to me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Figure 7. Example of Questions Measuring the Consequences of Exposure to Harm.
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From these example questions, the scores were calculated as follows. The scores from
FIM-P1, FIM-P2, and FIM-P3 were the total of the probability of exposure to harm and
FIM-C1, FIM-C2, and FIMC3 were the total of the consequence of exposure to harm.
FIM-P1 were cross-multiplied with FIM-C1, FIM-C2, and FIM-C3. That is to say, FIMP1* FIM-C1, FIM-P1*FIM-C2, and FIM-P1* FIM-C3 were used to create three
indicators. The same was performed with FIM-P2 and FIM-P3. For the financial
information misuse, this process created nine indicators of each measure (see Table 4).
Table 4. Example of Perceived Risk Cross-Multiplication.
Probability of
Consequence of
Perceived Risk
Exposure to Harm
Exposure to Harm
FIM-P1
FIM-C1
FIM-P1 * FIM-C1
FIM-C2
FIM-P1 * FIM-C2
FIM-C3
FIM-P1 * FIM-C3
FIM-P2
FIM-C1
FIM-P2 * FIM-C1
FIM-C2
FIM-P2 * FIM-C2
FIM-C3
FIM-P2 * FIM-C3
FIM-P3
FIM-C1
FIM-P3 * FIM-C1
FIM-C2
FIM-P3 * FIM-C2
FIM-C3
FIM-P3 * FIM-C3
Instrument for Measuring Implicit Risk - SC-IAT
Implicit risk is an unobservable construct. It is measured using reaction time (in
milliseconds) to capture a person’s automatic, fast, and intuitive processing of
information. IAT and SC-IAT are the implicit measures that allow the assessment of this
type of automatic and fast features of the implicitness. SC-IAT is a variant of the standard
IAT. The main difference between the two is that while the IAT is a relative measure of
affect (e.g., affect for a democratic candidate in comparison to a republican candidate),
the SC-IAT is an absolute measure of affect (e.g., affect for a democratic candidate).
Thus, the stimuli for SC-IAT need only to present one target category. For this study, SC-
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IAT was used as a measurement method to assess the implicit risk by measuring the
subject’s response time in processing the risk information.
Instrument for Measuring Attitude Toward Online Purchase
The attitude toward purchasing online was measured using a Disagree-Agree 5-point
Likert scale questionnaire (see Appendix B). The questionnaire was computer-based. The
three items on the questionnaire were borrowed from Glover and Benbasat’s study
(2011). These items are:
•

I like buying on the World Wide Web;

•

My experiences buying on the World Wide Web have generally been positive;

•

I do not enjoy buying on the World Wide Web.

Instrument for Demographic Data
The demographic data were collected using a computer-based survey form. The
demographic data collection from each subject included gender, age, ethnicity, education
years of experiences of using Internet, and years of experience of purchasing online.
Application Design
This section will discuss the application design in detail to present the
operationalization of the concepts of implicit judgments versus explicit judgments of
perceived online risk. The application was a batch script that consists of three individual
scripts: the SC-IAT (the implicit measure) script, the purchase attitude survey script, and
the demographic data collection script. The first script was the SC-IAT script that was
created using a template obtained from the SC-IAT of the Inquisit of Millisecond
Software Company. This SC-IAT implements the tasks from Karpinski and Steinman
(2006) that measure the strength of evaluative association with a single attitude object.
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The script contained good words, bad words, and self-words (see Table 5) that were
incorporated into the SC-IAT. The responses (i.e., the reaction time) were collected and
written into a database file. The second script was the attitude toward online purchase
questionnaire script, which was coded into a script and incorporated into the batch script.
The third script consisted of the collection of demographic data. The demographic data
collection script was coded and the data collected were written into a database file. An
executable version of the batch script was then accessible using a link from the Inquisit
web site.
Procedures
The procedures of this study were depicted in Figure 8. The steps were as follows: (1)
the IRB consent, (2) the stimulus presentation, (3) SC-IAT session, (4) risk attribute
rating, (5) purchase attitude survey, (6) demographic data collection, and (7) debriefing.
1. IRB Consent: The IRB consent was administered prior to the start of the experiment.
The approved IRB form from NSU (see Appendix A) and the standard consent form
template were used to obtain the consent of the participants. A paper-based IRB
consent form was placed on the desk next to the monitor for the participants to sign.
2. Stimulus Presentation: A scammed prepaid credit card website for purchasing a
prepaid credit card was displayed on the screen as a stimulus. The subjects viewed
the scammed website display before starting the SC-IAT section.
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Begin

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

IRB Consent
Stimulus Presentation
(Scammed Web site)
SC-IAT (implicit measure)
Risk attribute rating
(explicit measure)
Purchase attitude survey
Demographics
Debriefing

Save data and end experiment

Figure 8. Procedures.

3. SC-IAT: The SC-IAT assesses the strength between concepts via response times. It is
simpler than the original IAT since there are fewer steps involved in the process. The
SC-IAT design is presented in Table 5. The SC-IAT consisted of a set of words with
positive (good words) or negative (bad words) valence relevant to the context. This
set of words included enjoyable/displeasing, likable/dislikable, pleasant/unpleasant,
good/bad, and safe/risky (Siegrist, Keller, & Cousin, 2006). When the scammed
website created a pleasant feeling, the reaction time for the participants to pair the
stimulus with pleasant words would be faster as compared to the pairing of the
stimulus with unpleasant words.
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Table 5. SC-IAT Design.
Block
Trials
Function
1
24
Practice
2
72
Test
3
24
Practice
4
72
Test

Left key response
Good word + self word
Good word + self word
Good word
Good word

Right key response
Bad word
Bad word
Bad word + self word
Bad word + self word

4. Risk attribute rating (explicit measures): Following the SC-IAT session, the
participants answered a paper-based questionnaire, which served as the explicit
measure to evaluate the explicit risk. The questionnaire used in this study was the
validated measure used in the online perceived risk research of Glover and Benbasat
(2011). The questionnaire consisted of two parts. Part A measured the probability of
exposures to harm, and Part B measured the consequences of exposures to harm. Part
A used a 7-point Likert scale, and Part B used a 7-point Likert scale. Both parts
measured the nine indicators as shown in Table 3.
5. Purchase attitude survey: The purchase attitude survey was a three-item questionnaire
that measured the attitude toward purchasing online. This questionnaire was
computer-based and it used a 5-point Likert scale survey that ranged from disagree to
agree with the online purchasing.
6. Demographics: The demographic data collection included gender, age group,
ethnicity, education, experience using Internet, and experience purchasing online.
This data set was summarized for descriptive purposes and used as a control when
estimating effects. This research does not make hypothesis regarding the role of
demographic variables (e.g., age, education, gender, prior experience using Internet)
on perceived risks or attitudes toward online purchase.
7. Debriefing: Since the subjects received a scammed website with the potential of risk
in online purchase, participants were presented with the factual information regarding
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what is known about online risks. The FCC website provides general discussion of
risks in the online context and this will be presented to the subjects (see Appendix C).
Planned Data Analysis
The data collected using the explicit measure were analyzed in the same manner as in
the study by Glover and Benbasat (2011). The main statistical analysis was performed
using descriptive statistics, skewness and Kurtosis analysis, correlation analysis, and the
Cronbach Alpha analysis.
Format for Presenting Results
Tables, graphs, charts, and illustrations were used to present the results of the data
analysis. The outcomes of the hypothesis testing and the significance of the findings were
presented in detail in the results section of this document.
Validity
The computer-based questionnaire was adapted from a questionnaire used in a study
conducted by Glover and Benbasat (2011). For the content specification, the authors used
the range of events that may cause harm to consumers identified from Cox’s (1967)
seminal theory. For the indicator specification, the authors elicited unwanted events in ecommerce transactions and grouped them into nine measures, which were then validated
by a panel of e-commerce researchers and consumers. A card-sort exercise was then used
to reach the census of the dimensions of the construct to be measured. The questionnaires
that were used in this study have been validated by Glover and Benbasat (2011).
SC-IAT was found to be a reliable measure of evaluative associations in a risk context
in a study by Karpinski and Steinman (2006). Their study also revealed that the SC-IAT
and explicit measures of affect co-varied, which provides evidence for the convergent
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validity of the SC-IAT. Other results from the experiments of SC-IAT also show that it is
a valid and reliable measure as indicated in the studies of assessing automatic affect
towards multiple attitude objects by Bluemke and Friese (2008) and a study of the
implicit assessment of attitude by Bohner, Siebler, González Haye, and Schmidt (2008).
In addition, with regard to the order of implicit measure and explicit measure, several
studies revealed that the order of implicit measure and explicit measure remains constant
and do not influence the relationship of implicit measure and explicit measure (Hofmann,
Gawronski, Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005; Nosek, 2005).
Resource Requirements
The resources appropriate for this study included the following:
•

Hardware:
Desktop computers were made available to the participants for their use in the
test. The number of desktop computers depended on the number of participants
and the grouping of participants.

•

Software:
The major software needed was the SC-IAT scripts. This software was custom
programmed from the software resources provided by Inquisit Milliseconds.
Other requirements included enabling JavaScript, Cookies, and pop-up windows
in order for the SC-IAT to perform its functions.

•

Access to students:
Undergraduate students participated in the study. The total number of students
should be between 100 and 200.

•

Access to experts in the field:
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Faculty members of NSU and Project Implicit research services served as experts
for this project.
•

Survey questionnaires:
Survey questionnaires were used for the study the explicit risk perception (i.e.,
self-report) toward online purchases.

Summary
The purpose of this research was to test the relative roles of implicit judgments and
explicit judgments of perceived risk in e-commerce transactions. This chapter presented
the details of methodology that will be used in this study. A confirmatory quantitative
research approach was used to test the hypotheses and answer the research questions. A
non-probability convenience sample of subjects was asked to provide data for both the
explicit measure of online risk and the implicit measure of online risk using an SC-IAT.
The data collected from the experiment would be analyzed using descriptive statistics,
correlation analysis, and Cronbach Alpha analysis. The results would be presented using
tables, graphs, charts, and illustrations.
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Chapter 4
Results

The central goal of this study was to examine the role of unconscious perception of
risk (implicit risk), on the explicit risk and the attitude toward online purchase. The
research questions and hypotheses were as follows:
Research Question 1: How do implicit risk and explicit risk contribute to the attitude
toward online purchase?
H1: Implicit risk affects attitude toward online purchase negatively.
Research Question 2: How is implicit perceived risk different from explicit perceived
risk?
H2: Explicit risk affects attitude toward online purchase negatively
Research Question 3: How does implicit risk impact explicit risk?
H3: Implicit risk affects explicit risk positively.
The presentation of the data analysis in this chapter is organized as follows. The first
section discusses data collection and pre-processing issues. It includes the pre-processing
of data for the implicit measures of online risk, for the explicit measures of the online
risk, and for the attitude toward online purchase. The outlier detection procedure is
discussed next and the final data set is created for further data analysis. The second
section provides the results of the descriptive analysis of the final data set. It includes the
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descriptive analysis of the demographic, the implicit online risk, the explicit online risk,
and the attitude toward online purchase. It also discusses the skewness and kurtosis
indices for the variables as well as the bivariate correlations among the variables. In
addition, the Cronbach Alpha analysis was also included to test the reliability of all the
variables. The results pertaining to the research questions are summarized in the last
section.
Data Collection and Pre-Processing for Implicit Online Risk
In this research, a person’s “evaluative feeling” or “affect” towards the risky stimulus
is measured using the SC-IAT (Karpinski et al., 2006; Dohle et al., 2010). The
experimental task was designed by the researcher and the online administration of the
task was done using Inquisit 4 software by a well-known research firm, Milliseconds
Software. On the completion of the data collection, the raw data as well as the
summarized data were received by the researcher. In order to explain the hand-off
process, the next subsections describe the design of the task, the data collection, the SCIAT scoring procedures, the example of the scoring procedure, and the results of the
scoring analysis.
Design of the Task
The single category variant of the Implicit Association Test (SC-IAT) is designed to
elicit the magnitude of evaluative feeling (affect) towards a single attitude object (target).
In this research, the target was the construct of “online risk” and a subject’s feeling
towards “online risk” was measured using an implicit method that relies on using the
reaction times. Specifically, the core idea behind (Fazio & Olson, 2003) is that when
people respond quickly to attitude objects which have congruent valence – that is, if a
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person is in positive state of mind, then the response to positive images/words would be
faster than negative images/words and vice versa.
As a single category implicit test, there is only one target (one category) with no
complimentary target. The attitude object (target) for this study was online risk. A set of
words representing the target attitude object (Online Risk), the exemplar words for
positive feeling (Good words), and the exemplars for negative feeling (Bad words) were
first developed based on prior research and contextualized to this study (see Appendix C).
A subject was first exposed to a stimulus involving online risk, a scammed site (see
Appendix B), which was expected to lead an instantaneous evaluative feeling of like or
dislike (i.e., affect).
Following the display of the scammed website, the SC-IAT began. In the first stage,
the good words and the attitude object words (self words) were categorized on left
response key, and bad words were categorized on the right response key. In the second
stage, it was reversed with bad words and the attitude object words categorized on the
right response key and goods words categorized on the left response key (see Table 6).
These words were randomized and displayed on the center of the screen one at a time.
The subjects used the left response key (E) or the right response key (I) to indicate
whether they perceived the displayed word as good or bad. The assignment of keys to
good words versus bad words is randomized so as to eliminate any biases.
Table 6. SC-IAT Task Design
Block
1
2
3
4

Number of Trials
24
72
24
72

Function
Practice
Test
Practice
Test

Left-key response
Bad words
Bad words
Bad words + self words
Bad words + self words

Right-key response
Good words + self words
Good words + self words
Good words
Good words
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The most important data this procedure yields was the reaction time of a subject to
good versus bad words. Intuitively, if a subject feels that the self-word describing the
online risk construct was negative, it would be associated faster with bad words rather
than good words and thus, the reaction time for choosing bad words would be smaller.
The IAT procedure was expected to reveal a superior performance for the compatible
combinations (online risk + unsafe) than for incompatible combinations (online risk +
safe).
The SC-IAT application for this study consisted of the two stages as described above.
Each stage consisted of 24 practice trails followed by 72 test trials (see Table 6). The
evaluative dimensions are referred to as good and bad, and the attitude object (target) is
referred to as Online Risk. Eight words (self words) were used for the target, 11 words
for the good evaluative dimension, and 16 words for the bad evaluative dimension (see
Appendix C).
Scoring Procedures
The scores were computed by using the newer D-score algorithm for IAT data
(Greenwald et al., 2003). Since the 24 practice trials were truly practice, the data
collected from the practice trials were discarded (Block 1 and 3 in Table 6). Responses
latencies larger than 10000 ms (milliseconds) as well as nonresponses were excluded
from the D-score analysis.
Since the SC-IAT application is hosted on Inquisit’s web site, the reaction time data is
stored on Inquisit’s databases. On completion of the experiment, the researcher received
from Inquisit both the raw data for each subject as well as the summarized data. The
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summary data contains six fields – m1, m2, sd1, sd2, d-score and latdiff. These are
described below in Table 7.
Table 7. Inquisit Data with Scoring Procedures
Inquisit
Variable Name
m1

m2

sd1

Meaning

Scoring/computing Procedures

Mean latency/reaction time of
compatible test trials (how many
trials – what is it a mean of)
Mean latency/reaction time of the
incompatible test trials

A compatible trial is one in which the self-word
(online risk, negative) is matched with a bad
word (e.g., unsafe).
An incompatible trial is one in which the selfword (online risk, negative) is matched with a
good word (e.g. safe).
Data on 72 trials from Block 4 (compatible test
trials) is used to compute the standard deviation.
Data on 72 trials from Block2 (incompatible test
trials) is used to compute the standard deviation.
m2-m1, the difference between mean reaction
times for incompatible versus compatible times
for each subject
Average of (m2-m1)/sd1 and (m2-m1)/sd2

Standard deviation of the
compatible test trials
Standard deviation of the
incompatible test trials
Latency difference, an
unstandardized measure of affect

sd2
latdiff

expression.d

A standardized measure of
implicit “affect”
Note: Latency is the number of milliseconds from the end of the last display until a valid response is
given for the compatible trials.

Scoring Procedure Example
Table 8 shows an example of the scoring procedures of d-score for a specific subject.
For this subject, the record from Inquisit had m1=708.59 ms, m2=722.00 ms, sd1 =
298.41, sd2 = 209.15, latdiff=13.41 and d-score= 0.05. This subject responded to
incompatible trials with an average reaction time of m2=722 milliseconds and to
compatible trials with m1= 708.59 milliseconds. An unstandardized measure of affect is
the difference in mean latency times (latdiff), or
latdiff = m2 - m1 = 722.00 -708.59 =13.41 ms
A standardized measure would use data on standard deviation in the blocks of
incompatible trials (sd2) and compatible trials (sd1). The d-score is defined as (latdiff/sd1
+latdiff/sd2)/2, and its computation is shown in Table 8 for this subject.
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Table 8. Example of D-score Computation for a Specific Subject
IAT Category
Example
m1
708.59 ms
m2
722.00 ms
sd1
298.41
sd2
209.15
latdiff
latdiff = m2 –m1= 722.00 – 708.59 =13.41
d-score
(latdiff/sd1 + latdiff/sd2)/2 = (13.41/298.41 + 13.41/209.15)/2
= 0.05
Data Collection and Pre-Processing for the Explicit Online Risk
The data for the explicit risk were collected using a questionnaire (explicit measure)
based on Glover and Benbasat (2011). Following the computation of the amount of
perceived risk by Cox (1964), Glover and Benbasat (2011) viewed the perceived risk as
an expectation of loss that is the product of consequence of harm and the probability of
harm. Glover and Benbasat (2011) conceived the online risk in terms of three
fundamental dimensions, information misuse risk (IMR), failure to gain product benefits
risk (FGPB), and the functionality inefficiency risk (FIR).
Explicit Online Risk Computation
Table 9 specifies the measurements of the explicit risk according to Glover and
Benbasat (2011). IMR, for example, was measured using two sub-dimensions, financial
information misuse (FIM) and personal information misuse (PIM). In the questionnaire,
the financial information misuse (FIM) consisted of three questions for consequences of
FIM harm and three questions for probability of FIM harm. The data collected were
labeled FIMC1, FIMC2, and FIMC3 for the consequences of harm and FIMP1, FIMP2,
and FIMP3 for the probability of harm. The perceived risk for FIM then equals:
FIM perceived risk = FIMC1*FIMP1 + FIMC2*FIMP2 + FIMC3*FIMP3
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The same procedures were applied to calculate the perceived risk for personal
information misuse (PIM). The IMR was then defined as the average of FIM and PIM.
The other indicators were then computed in the same manners to obtain the final scores
for the explicit risk. The application of the procedures yielded raw scores for the three
dimensions of explicit risk, IMR, FGPB, and FIR. The overall explicit risk was computed
by averaging these three scores:
Explicit Risk = (IMR+FGPB+FIR)/3
Table 9. Computation of Explicit Online Risk
Explicit Risk

Components

Subcomponents

IMR

FIM

PIM

FGPB

UN

ND

FIR

SCFI

OPFI

RFI

ERFI

MFI

Perceived Risk
= Consequences of Harm * Probability of Harm
FIM C1 * FIM P1
FIM C2 * FIM P2
FIM C3 * FIM P3
PIM C1 * PIM P1
PIM C2 * PIM P2
PIM C3 * PIM P3
UN C1 * UN P1
UN C2 * UN P2
UN C3 * UN P3
ND C1 * ND P1
ND C2 * ND P2
ND C3 * ND P3
SCFI C1 * SCFI P1
SCFI C2 * SCFI P2
SCFI C3 * SCFI P3
OPFI C1 * OPFI P1
OPFI C2 * OPFI P2
OPFI C3 * OPFI P3
RFI C1 * RFI P1
RFI C2 * RFI P2
RFI C3 * RFI P3
ERFI C1 * ERFI P1
ERFI C2 * ERFI P2
ERFI C3 * ERFI P3
MFI C1 * MFI P1
MFI C2 * MFI P2
MFI C3 * MFI P3

Data Collection and Pre-Processing of the Attitude Toward Online Purchase
The attitude toward online purchase data were collected using three questions and a
five-point scale. The three questions were designed to ask subjects to rate how they like
to purchase online, what they think about their online purchase experience, and whether
they enjoy online purchase (see Appendix C). For each subject, the attitude toward online
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purchase score was computed by calculating the mean of the scores collected for the three
questions.
Outlier Detection
Two methods for outlier detection were used, the univariate outlier detection and the
multivariate outlier detection. Both outlier detection methods were applied to the standard
scores for the measures of the explicit risk, the implicit risk, and the dependent variable
of attitude toward purchase. The heuristic used any observations that had fell outside of
three standard deviations from the variable mean as an outlier. The application of this
heuristic for univariate outlier detection identified one outlier based on FGPB, two outlier
based on FIR, three outlier based on explicit risk, and five outliers based on attitude
toward purchase (see Table 10) with a total of 11 outlier cases. Among the 11 cases, there
were three cases from subject ID of 19163637, two cases from subject ID of 58626205,
and two cases from subject ID of 979962182. Thus, the number of unique subject ID was
seven.
Table 10. Univariate and Multivariate Outlier Detection
Variable

Z_IMR
Z_FGPB
Z_FIR
Z_Explic
it

Z_RT
Z_ATT

Univariate
Detection
Outliers
0
1
2
3

0
5

Subject ID

Outliers with
Same Subject
ID

Unique
Subject ID

Multivariate
Detection
Outliers

19163637
19163637
58626205
979962182

*
*
**
***

19163637

19163637

58626205
979962182

58626205
979962182

19163637
58626205

*
**

979962182
56183300
18000320
432383333
429713901

***
56183300
18000320
432383333
429713901
7 subjects

3 subjects

11 cases
Note: asterisk ( *) indicates same subject ID
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The multivariate outlier detection was based on the Mahalanobis D2, which measures
the distance of a case from the centroid of a distribution. The heuristic used was to
eliminate any multivariate observations, which had a p-value that is less than 0.001 for
the Mahalanobis distance. This criteria was based on the assumption that an observation
that deviates from the centroid at p=0.001 level is unlikely to belong to the sample. The
multivariate outlier detection identified three outlier subjects. These three outlier subjects
were nested within the seven subjects identified by the univariate detection method. This
yielded 143 observations (sample size =150-7) for final data analysis. The subsequent
statistic analyses of the variables are based on the sample size of 143.
In summary, the outlier detection procedure resulted dropping a total of seven subjects
from the original sample of 150 subjects. The final dataset with 143 subjects (n=143) was
used in the subsequent sections.
Descriptive Statistic Analyses
The descriptive statistic analyses of the demographics, the online risk variables, the
implicit online risk, the explicit online risk, and the attitude toward online purchase are
presented in the following sections.
Demographic Statistics
The descriptive statistics of the demographic is presented in Table 11. The majority of
the respondents (94.4%) were between the ages of 20 and 30. The sample was roughly
split between men (46.2%) and women (53.8%). The majority of respondents (84.6%)
had some college education. Only one in eight respondents have earned a college degree.
About one in every twenty respondents (6.3%) had less than five years experience using
the Internet. In addition, half of all respondents (51.7%) had less than five years
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experience purchasing online. In terms of race, the majority of respondents (60.8%) were
Hispanic/Latino.
Table 11. Descriptive Statistics of the Demographic
Variable
Age of respondent
20-30
31-40
41-50
Gender of respondent
Male
Female
Educational attainment of respondent
High school graduate
Some college
Bachelors degree
Doctorate or other advanced degree
Years of experience using the Internet
Less than 5
6 to 10
11 to 15
Greater than 15
Years of experience purchasing online
Less than 5
6 to 10
11 to 15
Greater than 15
Race of respondent
White/Caucasian
Black/African American
Hispanic/Latino(a)
Asian American
Pacific Islander
American Indian / Alaskan Native
Other
Note: n=143

Frequency

%

135
6
2

94.4
4.2
1.4

66
77

46.2
53.8

9
121
12
1

6.3
84.6
8.4
.7

9
56
48
30

6.3
39.2
33.6
21.0

74
55
11
3

51.7
38.5
7.7
2.1

21
1
87
10
2
2
20

14.7
.7
60.8
7.0
1.4
1.4
14.0

Online Risk Variables
Table 12 presents the descriptive statistics of the six variables, IMR, FGPB, FIR,
explicit risk, implicit risk, and the attitude toward purchase. For the explicit risk and its
components, IMR, FGPB, and FIR, the computations were based on the perceived risk
calculations of Cox (1964) in which the amount of perceived risk is the product of the
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probability of harm and the consequence of harm. The probability of harm scale used a
five-point scale and the consequence of harm scale used a seven-point scale. The amount
of perceived risk ranged from one to 35. The midpoint of the amount of perceived risk
was then 18.
The mean score for the information misuse risk scale was 21.97, which was over the
midpoint. This suggests that the average respondent was likely to feel that their
information was at risk for misuse. The mean score for the failure to gain product benefit
risk scale was 19.42, which was slightly over the midpoint. This mean score suggests that
the average respondent was likely to feel that the product will not benefit them. The mean
score for the functionality inefficiency risk scale was 18.36, which was also slightly over
the midpoint. This suggests that the average respondent was likely to feel that shopping
online poses a functionally inefficiency risk. Of the three components of explicit risk,
respondents ranked information misuse the highest. The explicit risk had a mean score of
19.92, which was over the midpoint. This suggests the average respondent was likely to
feel that purchasing online posed risks.
The descriptive statistics for implicit risk was based on the reaction time. The mean
score of reaction time was very close to zero, 0.0016. This indicated that the average
respondent had no implicit risk perception. The attitude toward online purchase scale
used a five-point Likert response format. The midpoint of the scale is 3.0.
Mean score for the attitude toward online purchase scale (M=3.31) was over the
midpoint. This mean score suggested that the average respondent was likely to have a
positive attitude toward online purchase.
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Table 12. Descriptive Statistics of Online Perceived Risk Variables
Variables
Mean
SD
Maximum
Minimum
IMR
21.97
7.26
42.00
4.00
FGPB
19.42
6.77
42.00
4.00
FIR
18.36
6.66
47.60
4.00
Explicit Risk
19.92
6.01
42.70
4.00
Reaction Time
0.0016
0.75
1.71
-1.79
Attitude toward Purchase
3.31
0.55
5.00
1.00
Note: n = 143
The attitude toward online purchase scale used a five-point Likert response format. The
midpoint of the scale was 3.0. Mean score for the attitude toward online purchase scale
(M=3.31) was over the midpoint. This mean score suggested that the average respondent
was likely to have a positive attitude toward online purchase.
Implicit Online Risk Variables
Figure 12 presents the distribution of the attitude toward online purchase. Note that
the d-score (see Table 8) is defined as the difference between latencies for incompatible
and compatible trials – thus, a positive score would suggest that the subject had an
incompatible feeling. For example, the above subject has a d-score of 0.05 suggesting
that she/he associates the stimulus with a marginally positive feeling, probably because
either the phishing component of the stimulus did not generate a negative affect or the
offer of low rates generated a stronger positive affect.
The d-score thus provides a measure of the “affect” and is use in testing the
hypotheses. Interestingly, the d-score across subject (n=143) had a mean of 0.0016 (see
Table 8) and was not significantly different from zero. A histogram of the d-score
showed significant variation among subjects and is provided below (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Histogram of D-Score Distribution
Explicit Online Risk Variables
Figures 10 presents the distribution of standardized x-scores of IMR, FGPB, FIR, and
explicit online risk.

Figure 10. Histograms of Measures of Explicit Online Risk and its Components.
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Attitude Toward Online Purchase
The attitude toward online purchase was measured using a five-point scale. The
histogram (see Figure 11) showed a normal, but negative distribution with a large number
of higher scores. There was major frequency difference between -1 and -0.5.

Figure 11. Histogram of Attitude Toward Online Purchase
Skewness and Kurtosis Analysis
The skew and kurtosis analysis (see Table 13) showed that variables are all well below
an absolute value of 1.0, which means that there is no skew and no kurtosis in the
variable distributions. This was also confirmed by a visual inspection of the histograms.
Table 13. Skewness and Kurtosis Analysis

N

Valid
Missing

Skewness
Std. Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error of Kurtosis

IMR
143
0
.083
.203
-.124
.403

Statistics
FGPB FIR Explicit Risk
143
143
143
0
0
0
.197
.209
.076
.203
.203
.203
-.072
.318
.561
.403
.403
.403

RT
143
0
.352
.203
-.306
.403

ATT
143
0
-.389
.203
.520
.403

Correlation Analysis
Using the standardized z-scores of the variables, the correlations were computed.
Table 14 below provides the bivariate Pearson correlations between the dependent
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variable (attitude toward online purchase), and independent variables (implicit risk,
explicit risk, and the three components of explicit risk).
Table 14. Correlation Analysis
Correlations
Attitude Toward
Online Purchase
Attitude Toward
Online Purchase
Implicit Risk
Explicit Risk
IMR
FGPB
FIR

Implicit Risk

Explicit Risk

IMR

FGPB

FIR

1
.089 (.288)
.116 (.167)

1
1

.119 (.157)

.084 (.319) -.225 (.007)** .810 (.000)**

1

.122 (.146)

.060 (.479)

.901 (.000)**

.591 (.000)**

1

.086 (.304)

.008 (.920)

.801 (.000)**

.386 (.000)**

.684 (.000)**

1

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

The table shows several interesting patterns of correlation. First, the correlation
between explicit risk and attitude toward online purchase was non-significant. This result
is at odds with the study of Glover and Benbasat (2011). Second, the correlation implicit
risk and attitude toward online purchase was not significant and not as hypothesized as
well. Third, the correlations among the three components of explicit risk were all
significant suggesting that the three components may not be measuring independent
dimensions. Fourth, the components of explicit risk were significantly correlated with
explicit risk, but this is to be expected since explicit risk is constructed by averaging the
scores of the three components.
The primary claims of this dissertation were that (a) implicit risk affects explicit risk
and (b) implicit risk affects the attitude toward purchase. The correlation between
implicit risk and explicit risk was 0.12 with a p-value of 0.16. The correlation between
implicit risk and the attitude toward online purchase was 0.09 with a p-value of 0.29.
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Thus, neither of the two claims (a) and (b) were validated based on the correlation
analysis. The correlation between implicit risk and the IMR component of explicit risk
was, however, significant (-0.225) with p-value of 0.007. IMR, information misuse risk,
was thus strongly affected by the feeling of risk (implicit risk), but not the other two
components, FGPB and FIR.
In summary, the preliminary analysis based on the correlation matrix suggests that
neither Glover and Benbasat (2011) arguments that explicit measures of risk affect
attitudes nor the hypothesis of this study that implicit risk affects explicit risk and attitude
were supported.
Internal Consistency - Cronbach Alpha Analysis
The Cronbach alpha statistic was developed by Lee Cronbach to provide a measure of
the internal consistency of a scale as a function of its reliability (Tavakol and Dennick,
2011). The measure of Cronbach alpha ranges between a value of 0 and 1, with higher
scores generally indicating better reliability. The scores of .70 or higher suggest that a
scale has an acceptable level of reliability (Cronbach, 1970). Table 15 shows the scores
of the Cronbach Alpha reliability test. All four scales demonstrated excellent reliability.
Table 15. Internal Consistency - Cronbach Alpha Analysis
Scale
Information misuse risk scale

α
0.887

Failure to gain product benefit risk scale

0.847

Functionality inefficient risk scale

0.948

Attitude towards online purchases scale (dependent variable)

0.789
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Summary of Hypothesis Testing Results
Table 16 summarized the hypothesis testing results. The first hypothesis states that
implicit risk affects attitude toward online purchase negatively. The results indicated that
there was no significant relationship between implicit risk and attitude toward online
purchase. This hypothesis was not supported. The second hypothesis states that explicit
risk affects attitude toward online purchase negatively. This hypothesis was not supported
either. The third hypothesis states that implicit risk affects explicit risk positively. This
hypothesis was not supported. In fact, implicit risk was only related to information
misuse risk, but the relationship was in the opposite direction of what was originally
hypothesized.
Table 16. Hypothesis Testing Results
Hypotheses

Results

H1: Implicit risk affects attitude toward
online purchase negatively.

No support from the data for this
hypothesis.

H2: Explicit risk affects attitude toward
online purchase negatively.

No support from the data for this
hypothesis.

H3: Implicit risk affects explicit risk
positively

No support from the data for this
hypothesis.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions, Implications, Recommendations, and Summary

Conclusion
The purpose of this research project was to establish a method that will effectively
evaluate the role of implicit measures in uncovering the unconscious risk perception in
the e-commerce context. The objectives were to determine whether the implicit online
risk perception affect the explicit online risk perception and to determine whether the
implicit online risk perception affect the attitude toward online purchase.
Review of literature indicated that most IS researches use self-report measures, the
explicit measures, to study the online risk perception. These researches found that
consumers perceive online purchase with a higher level of risk that causes a lower
intention to purchase online. Other researches found that feelings and emotions precede
all the conscious risk judgments in making decisions regarding online activities. The
research problem is then whether the self-report measures can capture the intuitive,
automatic, and unconscious attributes associated with online risk perception.
A measurement model was developed with both the explicit measure and the implicit
measure. The explicit measure was a set of self-report questionnaire used in the online
risk research by Glover and Benbasat (2011). The implicit measure was based on the
single category implicit association test (SC-IAT) by Karpinski and Steinman (2006).
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The research model was then developed to study the relationships among explicit online
risk perception, implicit online risk perception, and the attitude toward online purchase.
The questionnaire used to evaluate the explicit risk perception consists of 54
questions. These questions were the same questions used in the online risk research by
Glover (2008). The SC-IAT test used to evaluate the implicit online risk perception was
developed using Inquisit 4 by the Milliseconds Software Company. The attitude toward
online purchase also used the questionnaire developed by Glover (2008).
A total of 150 valid samples were collected for the data analysis. The sample consisted
of undergraduate college students. Ninety-four percent of them were between the age of
20 and 30. The results of hypotheses testing are summarized in the following table.

Table 17. Hypotheses Testing Summary
Hypotheses
Hypothesized Relationships
H1:.
H2:.
H3:

Implicit risk affects attitude toward
online purchase negatively
Explicit risk affects attitude toward
online purchase negatively
Implicit risk affects explicit risk
positively

Results
No support
No support
No support

The results shown in Table 17 indicated that implicit online risk perception did not
affect the attitude toward online purchase. In addition, implicit online risk perception did
not affect the explicit online risk perception. There was no relationship between explicit
online risk perception and the attitude toward online purchase.

Implications
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The findings of this study imply that implicit online risk perception has no effects on
the attitude toward online purchase. This finding is against what the literature has
suggested that implicit perception precedes and determines the attitudes toward
purchasing behavior. The implications were two folds. One is that the implicit online risk
perception might be too complicated to be evaluated using the simplified implicit
measure, SC-IAT that was applied in this study. A full-scaled IAT might be needed to
comprehensively evaluate the implicit online risk perception. The second implication lies
in the sample of this study. Ninety-four percent of the sample was between the age of 20
to 30. Previous researches may not apply to the younger college student sample as the
one used in this study. As in the study of Glover (2008), the average age of the sample
was 40 years old. This might cause the contradictory findings to the previous studies.
Recommendations
There exists a sizable population that is not addressed by this sample. Future research
might seek to extend the generalization of the findings to the population of consumers as
a whole. For example, future studies might apply the population of older e-commerce
users who are more financially stable and with more e-commerce experience. The ecommerce experience is vital in studying implicit perception since the key element in
implicit cognition is the traces of past experience that affect some performance
(Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). Younger college students sample used in this study tend to
shop online for the textbooks and download music and games. Their e-commerce
experience is thus limited. Future research might also consider studying the Internet users
versus non-Internet users, e-commerce users versus non-e-commerce users, or student
versus non-students to determine if one of the dimensions of e- commerce perceived risk
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is the major impediment to the use of the Internet and e- commerce.
This study used SC-IAT, a simplified version of the IAT, as the implicit measure to
evaluation the implicit online risk perception and yielded no relationships between
implicit risk perception and the attitude toward online purchase. Thus, the use of SC-IAT
comes to question. Different type of implicit measure, such as the full scale IAT, should
be considered in the evaluating the implicit online risk perception in e-commerce.
Summary
Based on the literatures on human being information processing, it was suggested that
human beings process information using both the conscious and the unconscious systems.
The unconscious system was found not only precedes the conscious system but also
determines the conscious systems. To evaluate the conscious information processing, the
explicit measures, such as questionnaire, survey, and interviews were used. As to
measure the unconscious decision making, the implicit measures were applied in the
studies. The implicit measures began with the IAT test and evolved into other simpler
implicit measures, such as Go-NoGo and SC-IAT tests to simplify the processes in the
implementations.
Most IS researches in the field of online perceived risks used the explicit measures,
questionnaires or surveys, to evaluate the conscious dimension of online perceived risks.
Thus, the extent to which the explicit measures can really estimate online risk perception
is called into question. This research attempted to induce implicit measures to estimate
the unconscious online perceived risks and to understand whether implicit measure is
more effective in the evaluation of consumers’ online perceived risk and their attitude
toward online purchase.
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This research goal was achieved through the application of SC-IAT, a simpler version
of the full-scaled IAT. It was hypothesized that:

H1: Implicit risk affects attitude toward online purchase negatively.
H2: Explicit risk affects attitude toward online purchase negatively.
H3: Implicit risk affects explicit risk positively

This study used the computer-based instruments for both explicit online risk
perception and implicit online risk perception. The explicit online risk perception was
measured using a computer-based questionnaire and the implicit online risk perception
was measured using the computer-based SC-IAT. An additional computer-based
questionnaire was used to measure the attitude toward online purchase. The data was
collected from a sample of 150 undergraduate students. The data analysis used
descriptive statistics, correlation analysis, and Cronbach Alpha to analyze the relationship
between implicit risk perception and attitude toward online purchase, the relationship
between explicit risk perception and attitude toward online purchase, and the relationship
between implicit risk perception and explicit risk perception.
The results of the data analysis indicated that there was no significant relationship
between implicit online risk and the attitude toward online purchase. The first hypothesis
was thus not supported. The second hypothesis stated that explicit risk affects attitude
toward online purchase negatively. This hypothesis was not supported either. The third
hypothesis stated that implicit risk affects explicit risk positively. This hypothesis was not
supported. In fact, implicit risk was only related to information misuse risk, but the
relationship was in the opposite direction of what was originally hypothesized.
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Appendix A
Risk - Theory, History and Debates

In this dissertation, apart from explicit measures of risk (self-report, questionnaire
items), implicit measures are used. This appendix contains a brief review of the history of
risk research insofar as it informs IS study of risk. This appendix discusses the main
approaches to conceptualization and measurement of risk from a decision theory basis, a
behavioral decision theory basis, and a social psychology basis. The issue of
measurement of risk, apart from the conceptual issues in defining risk, is briefly
reviewed. This note provides further justification for conceptualizing perceived risk as a
function of both implicit and explicit risk judgments.
Definition of Perceived Risk
Risk is generally understood as something to be avoided. However, in many fields,
risk is assumed to occur with a benefit so that the emphasis is not on avoiding risk, but in
trading off risk for return. Thus, even if risk involves a loss, it might not be purely
aversive if it provides for the possibility of a larger gain.
Perceived risk suggests that a person’s subjective perception of risk, rather than the
objective properties of the risk object, matters. The notion of “subjective” risk is rather
old and well known, so much so that research in many fields relies on a notion of
subjective risk implicitly.
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Risk is often conceived as a probability of a loss. That is, one assumes that the loss is
not certain and may or may not occur according to some probability distribution. Under a
probability of loss notion of risk, a measure of perceived risk is expected loss, which is
defined as ∑ p(i) * x(i); where p(i) refers to the probability of state i occurring and x(i)
refers to the magnitude of consequences if state i were to occur. The summation is taken
over all possible states. For the purpose of this dissertation, risk is viewed as a potential
loss that is to be avoided.
Conceptualizations of Risk used in IS
The concept of risk is borrowed by the IS field from other fields. Thus, rather than
focusing on the minor contextual differences among definitions of risk in IS papers, this
project will focus on the underlying theories. In line with the goals of this dissertation,
they are organized into three categories: a) formal models of risk, b) cognitive notions of
risk, and c) feelings-based notions of risk.
Formal models of risk
The foundational work in this area is by von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) and
Savage (1954). Savage’s approach will be reviewed briefly. Assume that there are states
of the world (e.g., {Rain, No Rain}) and a decision maker (DM, henceforth) has
alternative courses of action (e.g., {Carry an umbrella, Do not carry an umbrella}). The
DM is assumed to have preferences for outcomes for each of the four cells such that he
can rank order (without violations) outcomes so that for any two outcomes, a DM can say
whether he prefers one to the other or is indifferent between them. That is, a DM cannot
say: “I do not know how to compare”. Under this definition of consistent preferences,
Savage shows that a) there exist a vector of weights across states (subjective
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probabilities/ degree of belief) and b) a valuation function for outcomes (u(x) or utility
function), such that the rank ordering is consistent with an expected utility maximization.
Thus, a DM who maximizes an expected utility is maintaining his preference rank
ordering. Such remarkably powerful “representation theorems” underlie formal models.
It is important to emphasize that consistent preferences can be represented by positing
probability and value functions – thus, the Savage model represents preference ordering
and allows one to think in terms of likelihood of states and value of outcomes. That is,
the primitive is the consistency in preferences and probability and the values are viewed
as abstractions or latent variables. Savage formalizes the representation theorem by
specifying conditions required as axioms. For example, one such axiom is the transitivity,
under which if DM prefers A to B and B to C, then, she should prefer A to C. The
axiomatic basis and the reasonableness of axioms led to its widespread adoption in many
fields - the well-known utility theory is a version of Savage’s model.
What if a person violates the axioms? For example, a DM with intransitive
preferences may choose A over B, B over C and C over A; thus violating transitivity. For
a second example, a person prefers A to B, but prefers B + x to A + x; thus violating the
independence axiom? In such cases, the Savage theorem does not apply – that is, the
DM’s preferences cannot be represented by probability and value functions such that
maximization of expected utility is consistent with preference ranking. In some fields,
violations of axioms is considered irrational behavior on part of DM and it is assumed
that such a behavior would not occur if a DM were to think through his preferences (e.g.,
economics, finance).
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Systematic deviations from axioms, yielding incoherent preferences led to a search for
alternate theories, which are more “descriptive” of human behavior. One such
“unabashedly descriptive” theory is Prospect Theory. Under Prospect Theory, people are
assumed to use unusual value functions around a reference point (reference dependence)
and weight probability differently – thus, leading to functional forms: ∑w(p)* u(x/R);
where w(p) is a probability weight, u(x/R) is a value function for x, which depends on R,
a reference point. Tversky and Kahneman (1992) formalize Cumulative Prospect Theory
(CPT) by adopting ideas from Rank Dependent Utility theories (RDU). Theories such as
CPT and RDU allow one to model risk as well as generalized uncertainty/ambiguity,
allow valuation to depend on reference points and thus address loss-gain effects. These
are examples of formal, but descriptive theories.
In the context of this dissertation, it is not known any published IS research which
carefully conceptualizes behavior under risk/ambiguity using formal models. One insight
of the Savage model, that preferences can be decomposed into the two orthogonal
components of subjective probability across states and value/utility for outcomes,
however, has been used in numerical empirical studies. An example of such a model is
Glover and Benbasat (2011), which defines and measures perceived risk as an expected
loss; computed using probability and loss, across multiple attributes.
Cognitive Notions of Risk
A significant extent of the work on risk in IS conceptualizes risk as the product of
deliberation. That is, people are assumed to identify the sources of risk, estimate
probability of occurrence and potential loss and thus arrive at a measure of perceived
risk. Lowenstein et al. (2001) call such models, cognitive - consequentialist, in the sense
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that the DM is assumed to process (cognitively) the potential consequences of their
actions and make a choice. Examples of theories which have a cognitive-consequentialist
conceptualization of risk in reference literature are: Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA),
Theory of Planned behavior (TPB), models using multi-attribute utility, models relying
on health belief models and Protection Motivation Theory (PMT).
A casual survey of models underlying most IS-Risk papers suggests an overwhelming
reliance on the above theories in the IS literature. Even in cases where emotion/feeling
enters a model of IS risk, it enters as a covariate in a model of deliberation – thus, the
arguments seem to be that people think through risk but are affected by emotions too
(Nyshadham & Minton, 2013). The exceptions are so few that they are presented in the
next section.
Feelings-Based Models of Risk
The two key papers which summarize the main intuitions behind the feelings-type
models of risk are a) Lowenstein et al. (2001) and Slovic et al. (2004). A review of
Lowenstein’s RAF and Slovic’s notion of affect and their implications for
conceptualization of risks are briefly reviewed in Nyshadham and Minton (2013). An
application of Slovic’s notion of affect to conceptualize privacy concern is available in
Nyshadham and Castano (2012).
Lowenstein’s RAF model suggests that feelings experienced at the moment of the
decision, rather than deliberate evaluations of risk, influence behavior. In a study based
on the ideas of RAF, John et al. (2011) show that privacy concerns are best explained as
outcomes of momentary feelings rather deliberation and conclude that “…a central
finding of all four experiments, is that disclosure of private information is responsive to
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environmental cues that bear little connection, or even inversely related, to objective
hazards.”
Slovic et al. (2004) explains risk perception using a construct called affect. Recall that
affect is understood to mean several distinct concepts in applied literature such as IS. In
general, the term affect can refer to a) an attitude (an evaluation with a positive/negative
valence), b) a strong emotion (fear, dread), (c) a mild emotion (anxiety), or d) a mood
state (bored).
Slovic et al. (2004) view affect as a “faint whisper of emotion” which results in a
positive/negative feeling state in a person. Slovic’s affect is best viewed as an automatic,
valence evaluation of a stimulus (hazard) in context. On exposure to the stimulus, an
affective valuation is generated almost instantaneously within a fraction of a second.
Thus, affect does not involve deliberation. Within the two-system theory of mind
(Epstein, 1994), the experiential system is responsible for formation and processing of
affect. Affective evaluations tend to take place automatically and are usually the first
reactions to novel and uncertain stimuli. Based on work in the neuroscience literature
(Damasio, 1994), Slovic et al. (2004) suggest that a) past experiences with similar risk
events are stored in memory as “images”, and b) the images are stored together or
“tagged” with feelings. Thus, affective reactions to stimuli depend on the affective
valence of images, which are retrieved in response to a stimulus.
Slovic’s notion of affect is similar to the notion of automatic evaluations in social
psychology (Chen & Bargh, 1999). Later research (Duckworth et al., 2002) suggests that
automatic evaluations can occur for novel stimuli as well – suggesting that prior
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experience is not necessary for such an evaluation to occur 1. Taken together, the work of
Lowenstein et al. (2001), Slovic et al. (2004) and work on automatic evaluation suggest
that perceived risk is not simply a calculation or deliberation as is assumed in most IS
models.
Summary of Theories
In summary, the above review shows that a great extent of IS work relies on the notion
that people “deliberate” about risk. The feelings literature shows that objective factors
have very little role to play and feelings or affect might in fact explain perceived risk. For
the purpose of this dissertation, this set of papers suggests that a reasonable measure of
perceived risk should probably include both deliberate and automatic aspects of risk
perception to be a meaningful measure.
Measures of Perceived Risk
Most IS literature, consistent with its view that risk is perceived in a deliberate
fashion, measures risk using self-reported responses to questionnaire items. Typically,
across multiple attributes, the probability of an event and the consequence of the event
are collected and used to arrive at a measure of risk. Glover and Benbasat (2011), for
instance, use a questionnaire and ask subjects to provide a probability and loss estimate
on anchored scales for three dimensions created a priori and combine them (formatively)
to create an index of perceived risk.
The discussion so far suggests that such self-report questionnaire based measures –
insofar as they do not reflect situational feelings or automatic evaluations – cannot
capture perceived risk accurately. In the dissertation, an indirect measure based on
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Implicit Attitude Tests (IAT) is to be used for capturing the automatic and feeling based
on the notions of risk. Self-reports of perceived risks are collected through questionnaire
methods. Perceived risk is thus conceptualized as a judgment based on both implicit and
explicit processes and measured using both explicit and implicit measures.
The Purpose of this Dissertation
In this dissertation, both implicit and explicit measures are included and an empirical
study testing the relative roles of implicit versus explicit judgments of risk is proposed.
Implicit, in the context of this dissertation, denotes non-deliberate judgments. It is
possible that the indirect measure used (e.g., reaction times for adverse stimuli) may be
opaque to the subject so that a subject may not be aware of what is being measured.
However, it does not matter whether a person is really aware of the purpose of the
experiment. To the extent that the reaction times reflect perceived risk that cannot be
communicated using explicit measures, they do contribute to perceived risk judgments.
Thus, the issue is the introspective inaccessibility of judgments to the subjects – a person
might not know why nor could articulate his aversion to a hazard, but can still judge the
risk to be higher or lower. This ties in with the notions in Slovic’s affect and automatic
evaluations.
In contrast, explicit measures (items in a questionnaire) are direct and subjects would
be aware of the purpose. The nature of the questions invites deliberation – thus, these are
explicit. Further (and unlike social psychology experiments involving racial biases and
the like), this dissertation simply asks questions about perceived risk for a hazard. Thus,
response biases are not expected since the questions are not sensitive.
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Finally, the intended contribution of this work is meant to be methodological. An
improved measure of perceived risk is expected to result from empirical work. The
dissertation does not join nor is affected by the debates about methods in social
psychology in general.
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Appendix B
SC-IAT Words

SC-IAT Good/Bad/Self Words:
Self Word
Risk
Misuse
Steal
Damage
Mislead
Delay
Lie
Defect

Good Word
Real
Complete
Safe
Accurate
On time
Clear
Easy
True
Protected
Permission
Reliable

Bad Word
Fake
Incomplete
Unsafe
Wrong
Late
Unclear
Difficult
False
Biased
Mismatch
Obsolete
Overpriced
Lost
Waste
Duplicate
Cost
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Appendix C
Questionnaire

Imagine that you are planning to buy a pre-paid credit card using an online
retailer. We would like you to answer some questions about the risk concerns related to
purchasing this pre-aid credit card online.
Part A. Probability of Exposure to Harm
1.

2.

Financial information I reveal when buying from a Web retailer will be misused.
This outcome is Improbable/Probable:
Very
Somewhat
Improbable
Improbable Improbable
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Probable
5

Probable
6

Very
Probable
7

This outcome is Unlikely/Likely:
Very
Somewhat
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Likely
5

Likely
6

Very
Likely
7

This outcome is Rare/Frequent:
Very
Somewhat
Rare
Rare
Rare
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Frequently
5

Frequently
6

Very
Frequently
7

Personal information I reveal when buying from a Web retailer will be misused.
This outcome is Improbable/Probable:
Very
Somewhat
Improbable
Improbable Improbable
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Probable
5

Probable
6

Very
Probable
7

This outcome is Unlikely/Likely:
Very
Somewhat
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Likely
5

Likely
6

Very
Likely
7
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This outcome is Rare/Frequent:
Very
Rare
Rare
1
2

3.

4.

5.

Somewhat
Rare
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Frequently
5

Frequently
6

Very
Frequently
7

Something I buy from a Web retailer will not meet my needs.
This outcome is Improbable/Probable:
Very
Somewhat
Improbable
Improbable Improbable
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Probable
5

Probable
6

Very
Probable
7

This outcome is Unlikely/Likely:
Very
Somewhat
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Likely
5

Likely
6

Very
Likely
7

This outcome is Rare/Frequent:
Very
Rare
Rare
1
2

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Frequently
5

Frequently
6

Very
Frequently
7

Somewhat
Rare
3

Something I buy from a Web retailer will arrive late or not at all.
This outcome is Improbable/Probable:
Very
Somewhat
Improbable
Improbable Improbable
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Probable
5

Probable
6

Very
Probable
7

This outcome is Unlikely/Likely:
Very
Somewhat
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Likely
5

Likely
6

Very
Likely
7

This outcome is Rare/Frequent:
Very
Rare
Rare
1
2

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Frequently
5

Frequently
6

Very
Frequently
7

Somewhat
Rare
3

Finding and choosing something to buy from a Web retailer will be too difficult or too time-consuming.
This outcome is Improbable/Probable:
Very
Somewhat
Improbable
Improbable Improbable
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Probable
5

Probable
6

Very
Probable
7

This outcome is Unlikely/Likely:
Very
Somewhat
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Likely
5

Likely
6

Very
Likely
7

This outcome is Rare/Frequent:
Very
Rare
Rare

Neutral

Somewhat
Frequently

Frequently

Very
Frequently

Somewhat
Rare
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1

6.

7.

8.

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ordering and paying for something bought from a Web retailer will be too difficult or too time-consuming.
This outcome is Improbable/Probable:
Very
Somewhat
Improbable
Improbable Improbable
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Probable
5

Probable
6

Very
Probable
7

This outcome is Unlikely/Likely:
Very
Somewhat
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Likely
5

Likely
6

Very
Likely
7

This outcome is Rare/Frequent:
Very
Rare
Rare
1
2

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Frequently
5

Frequently
6

Very
Frequently
7

Somewhat
Rare
3

Receiving something bought from a Web retailer will be too difficult or too time-consuming.
This outcome is Improbable/Probable:
Very
Somewhat
Improbable
Improbable Improbable
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Probable
5

Probable
6

Very
Probable
7

This outcome is Unlikely/Likely:
Very
Somewhat
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Likely
5

Likely
6

Very
Likely
7

This outcome is Rare/Frequent:
Very
Rare
Rare
1
2

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Frequently
5

Frequently
6

Very
Frequently
7

Somewhat
Rare
3

Exchanging or returning something bought from a Web retailer will be too difficult or too time-consuming.
This outcome is Improbable/Probable:
Very
Somewhat
Improbable
Improbable Improbable
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Probable
5

Probable
6

Very
Probable
7

This outcome is Unlikely/Likely:
Very
Somewhat
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Likely
5

Likely
6

Very
Likely
7

This outcome is Rare/Frequent:
Very
Rare
Rare
1
2

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Frequently
5

Frequently
6

Very
Frequently
7

Somewhat
Rare
3
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9.

Maintain something bought from a Web retailer will be too difficult or too time-consuming.
This outcome is Improbable/Probable:
Very
Somewhat
Improbable
Improbable Improbable
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Probable
5

Probable
6

Very
Probable
7

This outcome is Unlikely/Likely:
Very
Somewhat
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
1
2
3

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Likely
5

Likely
6

Very
Likely
7

This outcome is Rare/Frequent:
Very
Rare
Rare
1
2

Neutral
4

Somewhat
Frequently
5

Frequently
6

Very
Frequently
7

Somewhat
Rare
3

Part B: Consequence of Exposures to Harm:
1.

Financial information I reveal when I buy something online might be misused.
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is meaningless/meaningful to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
meaningless
meaningful to
meaningless
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
meaningful
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is unimportant/important to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
unimportant
important to
unimportant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
important
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is insignificant/significant to me?
This
This
This negative
negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
much more
somewhat
significant to
insignificant
insignificant
me
to me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
significant
to me
7
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2.

Personal information I reveal when I buy something online might be misused.
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is meaningless/meaningful to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
meaningless
meaningful to
meaningless
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is unimportant/important to me?
This negative
This negative
This negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
much more
somewhat
somewhat
unimportant
unimportant
important to
to me
to me
me
1

2

3

4

5

6

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is insignificant/significant to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
insignificant
significant to
insignificant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

3.

This
negative
outcome is
much more
meaningful
to me
7

This
negative
outcome is
much more
important
to me
7

This
negative
outcome is
much more
significant
to me
7

Something I buy online might not meet my needs.
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is meaningless/meaningful to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
meaningless
meaningful to
meaningless
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
meaningful
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is unimportant/important to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
unimportant
important to
unimportant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
important
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is insignificant/significant to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more

This
negative
outcome is
much more
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insignificant
to me
1

4.

5.

2

insignificant
to me
3

4

significant to
me
5

6

significant
to me
7

Something I buy online might be delivered too late or not at all.
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is meaningless/meaningful to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
meaningless
meaningful to
meaningless
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
meaningful
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is unimportant/important to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
unimportant
important to
unimportant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
important
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is insignificant/significant to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
insignificant
significant to
insignificant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
significant
to me
7

Something I buy online might be too expensive, too difficult, or too time consuming.
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is meaningless/meaningful to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
meaningless
meaningful to
meaningless
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
meaningful
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is unimportant/important to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
unimportant
important to
unimportant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
important
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is insignificant/significant to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat

This
negative
outcome is
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much more
insignificant
to me
1

6.

7.

insignificant
to me
2

3

significant to
me
4

5

much more
significant
to me
7

6

Ordering and paying for something I but online might be too expensive, too difficult, or too time
consuming.
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is meaningless/meaningful to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
meaningless
meaningful to
meaningless
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
meaningful
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is unimportant/important to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
unimportant
important to
unimportant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
important
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is insignificant/significant to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
insignificant
significant to
insignificant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
significant
to me
7

Receiving something I buy online might be too expensive, too difficult, or too time consuming.
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is meaningless/meaningful to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
meaningless
meaningful to
meaningless
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
meaningful
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is unimportant/important to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
unimportant
important to
unimportant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
important
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is insignificant/significant to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is

This
negative
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outcome is
much more
insignificant
to me
1

8.

somewhat
insignificant
to me
2

3

somewhat
significant to
me
4

5

6

outcome is
much more
significant
to me
7

Exchanging or returning something I but online might be too expensive, too difficult, or too time
consuming.
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is meaningless/meaningful to me?
This
This negative
This negative
This
negative
outcome is
outcome is
negative
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
outcome is
much more
meaningless
meaningful to
much more
meaningless
to me
me
meaningful
to me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is unimportant/important to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
unimportant
important to
unimportant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
important
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is insignificant/significant to me?
This
This negative
This negative
This
negative
outcome is
outcome is
negative
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
outcome is
much more
insignificant
significant to
much more
insignificant
to me
me
significant
to me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9.

Maintaining something I buy online might too expensive, too difficult, or too time consuming.
If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is meaningless/meaningful to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
meaningless
meaningful to
meaningless
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
meaningful
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is unimportant/important to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is
outcome is
somewhat
somewhat
much more
unimportant
important to
unimportant
to me
me
to me
1
2
3
4
5
6

This
negative
outcome is
much more
important
to me
7

If this happens, the negative consequence I will experience is insignificant/significant to me?
This
This negative
This negative
negative
outcome is
outcome is

This
negative
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outcome is
much more
insignificant
to me
1

somewhat
insignificant
to me
2

somewhat
significant to
me

3

4

5

Attitude Toward Online Purchase Questionnaire
1.

I like buying on the World Wide Web
Strongly
disagree
1

2.

Neutral

Agree

2

3

4

Strongly
agree
5

My experiences buying on the World wide Web have generally ben positive
Strongly
disagree
1

3.

Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

2

3

4

Strongly
agree
5

I do not enjoy buying on the World Wide Web.

Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

2

3

4

Strongly
agree
5

6

outcome is
much more
significant
to me
7
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Demographic Data
1. Gender:
 Male
 Female
2. Age:

3. Ethnicity
White
African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian
Pacific Islander
Other

4. Education:
High School
Community College Degree
Bachelor Degree
Master Degree
Graduate School
Doctoral Degree

5. Years of Experience Using Internet
Less Than 1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
Greater than 5 years

6. Years of experience purchasing online
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Less Than 1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
Greater than 5 years

Appendix D
Debriefing Statement

We appreciate very much the time and effort you devoted to participating in this
study. Your participation was very valuable to us.
There was some information about the study that we were not able to discuss with you
prior to the study, because doing so probably would have impacted your actions and thus
influenced the study results. We would like to explain these things to you now.
In this study, we were interested in understanding the effects of implicit measures of
online risk in e-commerce. You were led to believe that the mock-up website presented to
you was a scammed website with many associated risks. During this study, the
information about the scammed nature of the website and its associated risks were
presented as to form an attitude toward online purchase.
We hope this clarifies the purpose of the research, and the why we could not tell you
all of the details about the study prior to your participation. If you would like more
information about state the topic of the study, you may be interested in visiting the FCC
(Federal Communications Commission) website regarding online risks.
If you have any questions or concerns, you may contact L. Wang at (310) 243-2192.
Thank you again for your participation!
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Appendix E
IRB Approval
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Appendix F
IRB Approval

CSU DHInstitutional Review Board
for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research
Date:
To:
Department:
From:
Subject:
Approved:

April 25, 2014
Lucinda Wang, Lecturer
Information System and Operations Management
Judith Weber, IRB Compliance Coordinator
CSUDH Institutional Review Board (IRB)
14-139: IAT (Implicit Association Test) of Online Risk
April 25, 2014
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The IRB is pleased to inform you that it has approved your proposal. We have determined that
your research qualifies for exemption from the requirements of 45 CPR
46 according to Exempt Category 2 concerning "research involving the use of educational
tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures
or observation of public behavior, unless: (i) information obtained is recorded in such a
manner that human subjects can be identified, directly or through identifiers linked to the
subjects; and (ii) any disclosure of the human subjects' responses outside the research could
reasonably place the subjects at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the
subjects' financial standing, employability or reputation." (CITE: 45CFR46.101.b.2).
The stamped consent form is enclosed and should be used as a template for distribution to your
subjects.
Procedural changes or amendments must be reported to the IRB and no changes may be made
without IRB approval except to eliminate apparent immediate hazards. Please notify the
Office of Research and Funded Projects (a) if there are any adverse events that result from
your study, and (b) when your study is completed.
If you have any questions, you may contact the Office of Research and Funded Projects at
(310) 243-3756.
Thank you.

Subject recruitment and data collection may not be initiated prior to formal written approval from the
/RB Human Subjects Committee
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Appendix G
IRB Approval

CSUDH Institutional Review Board
for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research
Date:
October 15, 2014
To: Lucinda Wang
CC: File
From:
Judith Aguirre, IRB Compliance Coordinator
CSUDH Institutional Review Board (IRB)
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Subject:

IRB 14-139 – “IAT (Implicit Association Test) of Online Perceived
Risk”
Approval Date: October 15, 2014

The IRB is pleased to inform you that it has approved your modification to the protocol
referenced above.
The amendment entails the following:
The paper based questionnaire has been changed to a computer based questionnaire.
Procedural changes or amendments must be reported to the IRB and no changes may be
made without IRB approval except to eliminate apparent immediate hazards. Please notify
the Office of Research and Funded Projects (a) if there are any adverse events that result
from your study, and (b) when your study is completed.
If you have any questions, you may contact the Office of Graduate Studies and Research
at (310) 243-2136.
Thank you.
Subject recruitment and data collection may not be initiated prior to formal written approval
from the
IRB Human Subjects Committee
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